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WHEATNETTM FUTURE PROOF!
WHEATNET LETS YOU ROUTE THOUSANDS of bi-directional signals at ONCE in just 60

microseconds-all secure, virus -proof and in just 2 rackspaces! WHEATNET leaps way ahead of conven-
tional stacked router or IP-based designs, interconnecting up to 48 studios (each with its own independent
mix engines and I/O resources) using just one CAT -5 wire per studio, plus providing systemwide X -Y control
from one central location. You can even meter and monitor (in stereo) any signal systemwide.

REDUNDANCY? We've got that covered too: just add a second WHEATNET and CAT -5 link from each
studio and have an AUTOMATIC standby interconnect for the ENTIRE system!

WHEATSTONE has a proven track record for digital networking; benefit from our experience!
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48 CAT -5 PORTS with 128 audio channels
(plus embedded control data) per port.
THAT'S 6144 TRAFFIC CHANNELS IN JUST

Two RACK SPACES!
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_ We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio
From A Solid Foundation Of Leadership.

1

The newest force in radio was forged from a rich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're bringing a breath of fresh

air and a re -energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest

and most comprehensive range of products, services and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect

harmony and focused on the success of your business. From our innovative products to our forward -looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and growth. So whether you're

audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the air with the resources you need to succeed.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.

THE NEW HARRIS RADIO TEAM IS ON THE AIR

AM/FM AUDIO CONSOLES DIGITAL RADIO BROADCAST STUDIO HIGH POWER AM SYSTEMS & SERVICE

www.broadcast.harris.com
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For football remotes that deliver every heart pounding. bone crunching moment. choose a codec

that outperforms the competition. Only Tieline codec options connect ove- your choice of POTS.

ISDN. GSM and soon IP* with just one simple box. Get instant. rock solid connections

incredible wireless or wired audio quality and get your listeners into the game.

They're even compatible with Comrex' POTS codecs.

Order your free demo today.

800-950-0750 TieIinQ
www.tieline.com

'Audio over IP and wi-fi software module for all Tieline G3 codecs available to e 2005
Compatzle viitn 'Comrex Matrix Blue and Vector Codecs 'Comrex and associated trademarks are the property of Comrex Corporation
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ED Currents Onlined
Harris, Neural Host Live 5.1 Broadcast

CC Harris provided a live 5.1 surround sound broadcast of two local Philadelphia FM stations during the NAB
CO Radio show-I=

Priestly Joins Ibiquity
As director of international broadcast business develop-
ment, Perry Priestly will broaden the corporation's efforts to Radio

1

roll out HD Radio digital AM and FM technology in markets

EAS in Transition
The FCC is looking at ways to improve the system to make it an all -hazard warning system.

Next NAB Leader Possibly Chosen
Several media outlets are predicting that the NAB has chosen David K. Rehr to be the next president

around the world. Pure Digital. Clear Radio.

of the NAB.

Harris Acquires Leitch
Total price consideration, net of cash on hand,

Find the mic goes monthly!
Since 1998, Radio magazine has placed our mic icon

on the cover of each issue. At the end of
the year we have held a sweepstakes asking you to find

all of them and enter to win prizes.
To make it more fun, we're going monthly.

Each month, tell us where you think the mic icon
is placed on that issue's cover and you could win

a prize courtesy of Transaudio Group.

This month,
enter to win a
Pauly Superscreen
pop filter.

Enter by Oct. 28.
Send your entry to

radio@primediabusiness.com.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

Mic not included with pop filter.

will be about US$450 million.

Site Features
NAB Radio Photo Blog

Don't miss any of the sights of the 2005 NAB
Radio Show in the Radio magazine NAB Radio
Show Photo Blog.

1190 AES Photo Blog
We also have the views from the 119th AES Con-
vention in NewYork.

Industry Links
Schools, museums, associations and more.

2005 Product Source
The September issue included the annual Radio
magazine Product Source. Access the Product
Source online as well.

Applications 8. Solutions
Looking for specific articles relating to a type of
product? We provide easy links to technology
through the Applications & Solutions section at
www.beradio.com.Click on a product category
to see articles relating to your interest.

Advertiser Links
Web links to the advertisers in the October issue.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists
upcoming conventions and conferences.
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Small processors, Big sound
From the company that brought you the DSPX,
we bring to you the Xtra and the mini.

DSPXmini $1,700.00

 Cost effective FM only version of the DSPX

 4 band DSP procPssing

Lan & serial remote control

 Unbeatable value for money

 Supercharged DSP engine
'outruns any turbo'

DSPX $3,300.00

JK's most popular DAB process°.

 4 band DSP processing

 Lan & serial remote control

 Analog, Digital and MPX 10's

 FM, DAB, HID ar d Net processing setups

 Presets and reel time clock

DSPXtra $6.500.00

 6 band DSP processor

 Integrated 'award winning' Ariane Leveler

 LAN, USB & Serial -emote control

 Analog, Digital and MPX 10's

 FM, DAB, HD and Net processing setups

 Unbelievable sound

www.bwbroadcast.com



Viewpoint

Getting it

he00
111

5 NAB Radio Show is behind us.
Overall, it seems that it was a good conven-
tion for the exhibitors and attendees. Even
the NAB was pleased, because the event
attracted about 400 more people than it
did in San Diego last year.
Unfortunately I was not able to attend

many of the sessions for more than a few
minutes. The topics were interesting and
echoed the tone on the exhibit floor with
their focus on HD Radio. Like it or not, the
IBOC rollout has begun.

[spoke to several manufacturers who have
an interest in the HD Radio rollout. Most
of them said the same thing: stations are
finally getting it. While there are still many
opponents to the Ibiquitysystem,even these
people are beginning to acknowledge that
the system is here and is seeing acceptance.
Because of this,the time has arrived for the
unconvinced to take notice and learn what
must be done to install the system.

For those who have supported the IBOC
rollout,"getting it" has a different meaning.
Instead of catching up with the crowd, the
early adopters are beginning to realize that
there is plenty that they still don't know
about the system. The transmission
aspect is fairly straight forward, but the
enhanced data, multicast and surround
sound capabilities are less cut and dry.
The data capabilities are particularly

interesting. Stations have discovered that
providing simply the song title and

artist name are the minimum.
This program -specific data is
important, but providing pro-
gram -relevant data and non -
program -associated data are
going to aid listener interest
and provide the next chal-
lenges to the station.

Back to the conven-
tion. The question that
I am always asked on
the convention floor is,
"What have you seen that

is new?"
Like most of the fall con-

ventions,this was not avenue

for product introductions, but for product updates. Many
of the new products shown in the spring were shown in
Philadelphia with notes that they are now shipping.This was
repeated over and over, but there were a few exceptions.
Several of the automation manufacturers, including

Broadcast Electronics, Enco, Mediatouch and Prophet,
demonstrated additions to their systems to provide the data
enhancements. I particularly liked the updates that allow
data to be read from a CD player so that program -associ-
ated data can be displayed for these sources. In addition,
interfaces are now being shown to allow instantaneous
updates to the PAD stream for last-minute information.

Interest in providing methods to create podcasts is still
high. Several loggers were shown that can fulfill not only
the station's need to provide as -aired affidavits, but also
serve as the interface for the podcast generation.

The overall approach from previous years of opening the
convention floor onWednesday evening and Thursday and
Friday afternoons worked well. However, the 8:30 a.m. to
3 p.m. hours on the last two days was odd. Unfortunately,
these hours did not attract more attendees to the floor in
the morning. The convention floor could just as well have
opened at 9 a.m. or 10 a.m.

It seems that the NAB Radio Show has seen another suc-
cessful year,but there are still concerns about the longevity
of the convention, but for now it is healthy.

Next year, the convention heads to Dallas and joins
with the R&R Convention. This raised some eyebrows
too, particularly because the NAB Radio Show began as a
programming convention and tried to branch out to cover
sales,management and engineering interests. Joining with
a programming convention may help increase attendance,
but I doubt that it will be the magic combination to propel
the fall convention forward. The last time a joint conven-
tion was tried in the fall-the World Media Expo-it did
not provide such a stellar result.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererOeprimediabusiness.com

More online
Want to see what happened

(luring the convention? View the
Radio magazine NAB Radio Photo
Blog online at www.beradio.com.

E-mail: radio@primediabusiness. C 0171
Fax: 913-967-1905
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STUDIO TELEPHONE ACCESS CENTER

GOT CALLERS?
STAC'EM!

No matter what they're talking about, STAG is the best way
to manage your calls.

STAC (Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control
of your talk shows, request/contest lines, call -ins and phoners
with great sound, ease of operatior and scalable configura-
tion. Incorporating a pair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio - even when conferencing up to four callers.

The STAC system s available in six (STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable --- no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use -- anyone can master it in seconds.
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Use STAC any place there's a web browser!
If you have a compJter, you've already got all the hardware and software
you need. Just log onto the interne: using a standard web browser - NO
SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL - go to your STAC IP address, and you
are there! STAC 'EM from home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!

Cool features i,clude:
 STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.

 Busy -All makes starting contests a breeze.

 Auto -Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!

Got Calls? Put Comrex On The Line.

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717

0.011\ M! U MA/
41101101,1114 NJ\



Managing Technology

Investing in people
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Choose the certification that not only
reflects your own career experiences,
but also fits with your career goals.

consider the most formative years of the
broadcast industry to be from the early
1970s to the present. It was in this period
of time we first saw the transition of listen-
ers moving from the heritage AM power-
houses to what would be the dominant
FM medium.

Being the best wasn't just about having
the best programming. As the quality of FM
receivers improved, so did the reality that
the quality of the technical product needed

to keep up and, thus, someone
coined the phrase "listener -fa-
tigue In the programming world,
this had two connotations: 1)
listeners would spend more time
listening to you and not a com-
petitor, and 2) random listeners
would likely stop at your station
just because it sounded so good
and the ratings would follow

I'm not sure if any of this is true,
but it spawned a technical evolu-
tion that brought us improved
transmitters, better antenna
systems and the multiband audio
processor. More recently, the
evolution from analog to digital
technologies has created the
need for additional skill -sets for
engineers and people involved
with the operation of a facility.

There has been a shift in impor-
tance from an industry that felt
success was measured directly
as function of its programming
(and more particularly its air
personalities), to one where
the technical product, whether
resulting from improved on -air
product or creating efficien-
cies that reduce costs, reigns
supreme. Employees now need
more skills and a broader base

of knowledge than ever before. Acquiring
and maintaining the skills specific to the
various technologies is essential in the
day-to-day activities of the engineering
staff. But, it is also important not to forget
that engineers are also managers; while

perhaps not always possessing the title, they are typically
the common hub that is required to interact and support
the other business functions. An engineer is generally the
project manager of a new facility or upgrade projects. It
is not hard to see that investing in your best assets, your
people, is not simply to help them progress as individuals,
but will also help the company realize a significant return
on its investment.

Proof of performance
When it comes to supporting network infrastructures,

most major manufacturers of software and hardware prefer
that problems be handled by people and companies that
are certified in their product. From a manufacturer's point
of view, a certification program provides two benefits: it
reduces the number of specialists the company needs
to employ directly to handle customer problems, saving
substantial expense, and certification programs make
the same manufacturers a lot of money with education
programs and testing fees. What makes this even better
for them is that the certification programs are continually
changing to reflect new products and therefore require that
certifications be periodically updated,which means plan
on budgeting for the appropriate continuing education.

Microsoft offers a wide range of certifications for all of its
product lines. While the majority of them are for people
interested in programming and writing code, there are
three I would recommend for personnel involved with
maintaining the Windows -based networking platform or
general office applications.

The Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) is
perhaps one of the most useful certifications to possess.
Within the MCSE program, there are several tracks that an
engineer can pursue depending on a particular networking
platform/version, i.e. Windows 2000,Windows 2000 Server.
The core focus is on networking technologies along with
system administration competence. Along with the special-
ization you will be required to select elective specialties,
such as messaging or security.'There are also upgrade paths
you can take to stay current with new versions.

The Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA)
deals primarily with the administration of Windows -based
network platforms and less emphasis on the networking
knowledge,therefore the requirements are somewhat less
than that of the MCSE.

The Microsoft Office specialist certifies proficiency with
the suite of office products and the MS Project application.
The certification requires the successful completion of
tests for each of the individual products with the Office
Suite, i.e. Word, Excel.

Cisco is the largest supplier of network routing equip-
ment and high -end IP networking hardware. It offers a
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ADVERTISEMENT

Shrinking Revenues?
dMarc's new

revenue solution

gains momentum

RevenueSuite s Online Control Console

keeps you informed.

The chase for new revenues has exasperated radio
execs for what seems like years, yet some are now
starting to see light at the end of the tunnel.
RevenueSuite, a newly launched revenue -on -
demand program from dMarc is finding revenue
streams where none existed before.

Offered exclusively to Scott Studios and Maestro
customers, RevenueSuite has been on the market
only a few months, yet it is already syndicated into
more than 250 stations. That makes it the fastest
growing new revenue solution in the industry. An
additional several hundred radio stations are in
various stages of review and/or pre -installation,
according to dMarc management.

One of the early adopters is Nassau Broadcast-
ing Partners, headquartered in Princeton, NJ,
and serving multiple markets in the Northeast-
ern U.S. Nassau recently committed all 55 of its
market -leading stations to the RevenueSuite

program.

"We give RevenueSuite a resounding thumbs up,"
said Nassau's Senior Vice President of Engineering
Tony Gervasi. "It's performing exactlyas dMarc said
it would.The best part about it is that we literally set

it up, turned it on, and it operated seamlessly with
our Scott Studios (SS32) systems, generating
revenue. Prior to installing it group -wide, we put it
through numerous performance tests. We found
that RevenueSuite was easy to install, highly
intuitive, hands -free and reliable. Now it's up and
running, generating revenues across our network of
stations"

Other managers report liking the fact that, once
RevenueSuite is installed, it requires virtually no
traffic management or operational maintenance.
"After you close the logs for the day' said dMarc
President Ryan Steelberg, "the RevenueSuite
program begins to fill unsold and designated avails
automatically without the need for station
overhead or local trafficking.You can turn it on,and
the system will run autonomously while providing
real-time revenue reports and local control through
a simple -to -use web -based interface. The Revenue -
Suite program is made available to any Scott
Studios or Maestro enabled station!'

For more information on RevenueSuite, check out
the company's online site at wwwdmarc.net.

(And how dMarc
can help you avoid it.)

Worries over revenue are enough to, well, make you want to

pull your hair out.

Before that happens, check out the new integrated digital
systems and media solutions from dMarc. Through our
pioneering Scott Studios and Maestro digital automation
products, we've made station operations as simple as the

touch of a finger on a screen or keyboard. With RevenueSuite,
on -demand spot profitability is not just a goal, but a reality.

Instead of pulling your hair,
pull some profits. Call today.

1-888-438-7268
Maestro
Se 54141414

vonAt.dmarc.net

dt arc
Scott audios and Maestro are INNOVATION

ProductUlmofdMerc THROUGH AUTOMATION



Managing Technology

variety of certifications related to not only
its own products,but it also provides a valu-
able foundation for advanced networking
fundamentals. If you are involved with
any networking infrastructure design or
operation,these are valuable certifications
to possess.The core certification programs
that should be considered follow.

Cisco Certified NetworkAssociate (CCNA)
is the entry level certification that provides
a solid foundation of knowledge to install,
configure and operate a variety of special-
ized IP router products for small networks.

Cisco Certified Network Professional
(CCNP) is the professional designation
that builds on the CCNA and provides the
additional skills that can be applied to
large-scale network infrastructures.

If you are involved with the design and
installation of structured cabling systems,
particularly that related to networking,
consider certification as a Registered
Communications Distribution Designer
(RCDD). Offered by BICSI (wwwbicsi.org),
the RCDD designation has become the
defacto certification for anyone involved

BSW is the sole
domestic U.S. dealer
for Arrakis X -mixer products

1- BSW
800.426.8434
www.bswusa.com

with the design, installation and troubleshooting of any
cable or wireless -based infrastructure. There are a variety
of specialties within the program ranging from wireless
design to outside plant cabling.

While not a technical certification,another program for
people who are involved with the management of projects
is the Project Management Professional (PMP) designation.
This program is recognized,and in some cases required,by
virtually all major companies where project management
is an active part of their business. Certification requires a
great deal of coursework and a test. There is also a prereq-
uisite that the candidate possesses a minimum amount of
project management experience,which for most engineers
should be no problem to meet.

I would be remiss if I didn't mention the certifications
offered by our own SBE. These, after all, represent the core
activities that you are involved with in your daily activities.

Employers need to consider the value added by having
employees prepared for the ever increasing complexities of
broadcast operations and provide incentive programs for
educational reimbursements or grant time off for people
that take the initiative. If you are work for a company that
has yet to realize the benefit,seek the certifications that you
feel are important. These are highly marketable certifica-
tions and I'm confident you will see your own "return on
investment" in a short time.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Elkins Park, PA.

DIGITAL CONSOLE

10 AND 14 CHANNEL MODELS

DIGITAL AND ANALOGIO

TELEPH-ONE INTERFACE

STARTS UNDCR 15,49
970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.c
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WorldNet Oslo makas your STL
the strongest link in yjur digital
audio air chain

THE STRONGEST LINK
Introducing WoridNet Oslo from APT. Now you car have up to
eight full bandwidth audio channels with low delay.
cascade -resilient, Enhanced apt-XTM coding.

Each WoridNet Oslo gives you a choice of Encode, Decoder
and Duplex Audio Modules, AC and DC redundant power
supplies, a flexible auxiliary data system and automatic backup.
WorldNet Oslo supports 16, 20 or 24 -bit Enhanced apt-XTM
audio, delivering lossless audio quality with under 2ins delay.

Highly intuitive
user-friendly interface
with VU meters and
;vogramnable fault
!nonitoring, all via IP

WoridNet Oslo comes complete with an easy to use IP-based
Management System so you can set up, configure and monitor
your installation across town or across the globe. To see just
how useful this user interface can be, download a
demonstration version from www.aptx.com.

Contact us to find out what WorldNet Oslo can do for your air
chain or request a demo.

Features & Benefits

 Multiple Chanrel Audio Codec

 Designed for your STL and
Studio -to -Studio Links

 Redundant Power Supplies

 Modular Architecture

 Audio over E1, T1 or Ethernet

 Up to 4 audio channels per audio card

 Up to 6 audio cards per chassis

 Analog and AES/EBL audio interfaces

 Enhanced apt-XTM coding

AUDIO PROCESSINGTECHNOLOG Y

Audio Processing Technology Ltd Audio Processing Technology North America
Tel: +44 28 9037 1110 Toll -free: 800-955-APTK
Fax: +44 28 9037 1137 Fax: 732-796-0304

Audio Processing Technology Japan
Tel: +81 (0) 3 5771 1191
Fax: +81 (0) 3 5771 1192

Email: info@aptx.com
Web: www.aptx.com



FCC Update

XM plans terrestrial wireless operation
By Harry Martin

CC

a, 'ItIt

proposal by XM Satellite Radio to acquire
terrestri Wireless Communications Ser-
vice (W frequencies has radio broad-
casters u arms. Since the inception of
satellite broadcasters have fought
the addition of terrestrial radio capability
because it would permit satellite operators
to compete with local over -the -air radio.

XM now has applied for FCC consent to
acquire terrestrial WCS frequencies. The
frequencies in question are held by a com-
pany that obtained them in an FCC auction
of WCS spectrum in 1997 but has not initi-
ated any type of service on them. After the
FCC'sWirelessTelecommunications Bureau,
which oversees WCS frequencies, recently
placed XM's application in the bureau's
special fast -track "streamlined" processing
system,the NAB petitioned the FCC to deny
the application or at least remove the appli-
cation from streamlined processing.

In its application, XM states that grant
of the application would allow XM to ac-
celerate development of a system capable
of providing a wide range of innovative
mobile multimedia subscription services,
similar to those underdevelopment in other
frequency bands by other companies. In
its petition, the NAB argues that XM may
use the frequenCies to provide local radio
service and other services that differ from
market to market and are sold to subscrib-
ers together with XM's national satellite
radio service.

XM recently announced that it will begin
broadcasting local emergency alerts in the
Washington,DC,market.XM will receive from
local government officials in a Washington
suburb the same alerts local radio stations
receive. XM will broadcast the alerts on
the same channel it uses in Washington to
broadcast local traffic and weather.

Satellite radio constitutes a direct com-
petitive threat to traditional analog radio
in terms of audience and revenue. Digital
technology not only provides better sound
quality than analog, it makes it possible
for satellite operators to reach a national
audience, and a mobile audience, with
multiple types of programming on a large

number of channels. By adding new terrestrial capability,
XM also will be able to tailor programs to local markets
and sell commercials locally.

Auxiliary licenses to terminate
This fall the Commission will implement a new system

under which some auxiliary authorizations will be auto-
matically terminated if a separate notice of completion
of construction has not been filed.

All authorizations for fixed broadcast auxiliary facilities,
such S'Ils,ICRs and RPU base stations,will have a limited six-
month construction period. (RPU mobile authorizations are
not affected.) This construction date is listed on the license
authorizations issued by the FCC. Before the expiration of
that six-month period,the licensee must notify the FCC that
installation of the facility has been completed.

For those licenses that have been issued by the FCC since
2002, similar procedures will be implemented. Licensees
in that position should have already received a letter this
past spring from the FCC if a construction notification
was not filed. Soon,the FCC will send a second reminder.
If notifications are not submitted by the stated deadline,
the Commission will then issue a public notice indicat-
ing that the licenses are cancelled. Licensees will then
have 30 days to file a petition for reconsideration or lose
their authorizations.

Martin is immediate -past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

ITTE'
Dec. 1 is the deadline for radio stations in Con-

necticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont and Rhode Island to file their
2005 renewal applications, ownership reports
and EEO program reports. Also by Dec. 1,
renewal applications must be filed by FM transla-
tors and LPFM stations in those states.

Dec. 1 is the start date for pre -filing renewal
announcements by radio stations in New York
and New Jersey, who will be filing their renewal
applications on Feb. 1, 2006.

Dec. 1 is the date by which radio stations in
Alabama and Georgia must file biennial owner-
ship reports.

Finally, Dec. 1 is the date which radio stations
in Alabama, Georgia, Colorado, Minnesota,
Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Connect-
icut, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island must place their 2005
EEO public file reports in their public files and
post them on their websites (where applicable).

14 October 2005 Rad!o magazine www.beradio.com



"IP-Audio in New York City?
Not on my station."

"Buckley Radio decided to move

WOR to a new location, leaving

behind studios we'd called home

for over 50 years.

"My staff and I had spent

months carefully planning

new facilities, and we
were more than halfway

through preparations - then, the

rug got pulled from under us.

"Quotes to build new studios were

astronomical! I had to cut our
equipment budget in half.

And the huge amount
of syndicated, network

and local programming

WOR produces demanded

digital audio routing and consoles.

"I'd heard that the Axia IP-Audio

system could give us the high -end

features we needed. And they
said our budget wasn't
a problem; Axia costs

less because they use

standard Ethernet for

audio routing instead of

expensive proprietary mainframes.

1 2 3 4 5 b
INPUTS

"Using Ethernet for Audio was

certainly new and different, and I

had some concerns. But moving

from cart to PC was a big change,

too - and for the better. In our
industry, change is natural.

"The more I learned about

Axia, the more impressed

I became with their

routing switcher and

consoles, and how well their

network topology was designed. I

began thinking that this Ethernet

stuff might just work!

"So I decided to break new

ground and order the
Axia consoles and routing

setup, nine studios worth.

It's been on the air half

a year now, and we love it. Our

operators keep raving about how

easy things are to operate. Even

our listeners tell us how good WOR

souncs.

"And from the day the
Axia surfaces, engines and

IP-Audio nodes were

hooked up, we've had
zero downtime. Zilch. Zip. Nada.

Axia works - end of story."

- Thomas R. Ray III, CPBE, Vice President /
Corporate Director of Engineering Buckley Radio

A TEL.= CONIMANV

www.AxiaAudio.com
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MIL

What are jour options?

By Doug Irwin

ma sage, old broadcast engineer once told me that all I needed to keep a radio station
MIL going was a Simpson 260 and a three -pound soldering iron. Of course, he also said

MIL CDs wouldn't catch on, so his wisdom wasn't worth too much. I guess he wasn'tink so much of a sage after all. But it leads to some interesting questions:
1111\ If you had the opportunity to equip yourself anew for the year, which pieces of equip -

NIL ment would make your core list? How could you get the most bang for your buck? I
hope to answer these questions and provide some insight into the trends in the types

1111.
of test equipment that a broadcaster should have at his disposal, mainly for use at

a studio location, but some of it will be of use at a transmitter site as well.
A digital multimeter (DMM) is the most basic piece of test equipment that

ink belongs in each engineer's bag of tricks. With this meter alone you can
measure battery voltages, dc power supply voltage, ac line voltages and

MIL contact resistance. With a fancier meter you can measure audio levels,lift frequency and current flow.
While there are many inexpensive units, my favorite DMMs are made

Illak by Fluke. If I were buying a meter today 1 would consider the Fluke
189, which is a hand-held DMM with a long list of features: true rmsIllk dc and ac voltage measurements; dual -display with bar graph; re-

sistance, conductance, continuity and diode testing; temperature;
VIac levels displayed in dBV or dBM; a 1MHZ frequency counter;

a PC interface for data exchange with a PC; and a lifetimelia warranty. Even as a high quality piece of equipment, the
Fluke 189 is not going to break the bank. The next step

allows you to verify that all the computers plugged into
ILone outlet aren't drawing too much juice by adding

the Fluke i1010 ac/dc current clamp, which connects
directly to the 189. It reads from IA to 1,000A.

Net working
1111 Most likely you maintain and possibly install

Ethernet networks in the studio facility. If
you have Ethernet cables you know that it

111 is vitally important to have some way to
test them. Take, for example, another

Fluke product, the Micromapper. This
hand-held cable tester tests cables

for opens, shorts, crossed, reversed
or split pairs. It features an on-

board tone generator to help
trace cables in walls, under

floors and above ceilings.
It also provides a small

remote unit that plugs
into the far end of a

\\\
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(DJ RF Speciciltiec®
Venown WAGroup

KilOw you guys 50t0 triOL:

We hear that a lot. There's more to the name
RF Specialties than meets the eye.

run-nc-f We offer many small
items you use everyday in the operation of your

station, including microphones, headphones,
monitor speakers, tower lights, copper strap,

audio cable, CD players, and hard drive systems.

Call the nearest office for more information on
even the smallest items you might need. For your

added convenience, check out the full line of
products and detailed information on each

manufacturer by going to Specialties.cc

W' Continue to Grow for Sound Reasons

RF is Good for You!
And the Rest of the World!

Visa and Mastercard are welcome.
Offices Independently Owned and Operated.

www.rispec.com

Vega NV

Santa BarMara CA tp),, Amarillo IS

Kansas OM MO

Monroeville PA

JSouthernMen PA

Eberieders, PA

Richmond. IN

Merella Wallipnee
Crestview FJ

Sam Lane Santa Barbara, CA 1-800-346-6434
Bill Newbrough Las Vegas, NV 1-888-737-7321
Bob Trimble Vancouver, WA 1-800-735-7051
Walt Lowery Mukilteo, WA 1-425-210-9196
Don Jones Amarillo, TX 1-800-537-1801
Wray Reed Ft Worth, TX 1-888-839-7373
Chris Kreger & John SimsKansas City, MO 1-800-467-7373
Rick Funk Richmond, IN 1-888-966-1990
Ed Young Monroeville, PA 1-866-412-7373
Dave Edmiston Ebensburg, PA 1-866-736-3736
Harry Larkin SouthamptDn, PA 1-888-260-9298
Bill Hoisington Crestview, FL 1-800-476-8943
Ed Edmiston . ......RF Specialties of Asia +63-2-412-4327

(Manila, PhillipmeS)

Better Together!
THE GREAT RIVER MEG-1 NV WITH FREE RACKIVIOUNIT KIT

I 0
CMITLIT et SW

LEVEL
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Poem, treWinne
1. (MAr.,,w4ai..,c - V -  IF  I.
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It's an EGUALIZER...It's a PRE-AMP...It's a versatile PACKAGE.

Definitive Audio Design

The Great River MEQ-1 NV lets you use the pre or the EQ independently...or when used together you get the option
of 4 different outputs. You can also get many different tones from the mic pre using a combination of gain scaling
and equalization. On line level signals you can run into the mic pre, or go straight into the EQ's line input. The 6
different input level options allow you to run the EQ as clean or "dirty" as you desire, or interface with semi -pro gear.

651-455-1846 LECTIREIN CS

www.greatriverelectronics.corn
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cable under test, alloWng one person to do all
the testing.

Those are some basic items. The reality is that
each facility has thousands of wires and dozens
of voltage and current sources. Now you can test
them all. But let's go to the next level.

Many one-man engineering radio shops are
charged with more than just wiring the LAN. There
are quite a few PC -based LAN analysis systems
available. This software loads on a PC and uses that
same PC's NIC to interface to the network. One that

RadIds 01 Selling Digital Logged
Industry Standards - OMT has been setting them for
over 35 years Our iMediaLogger Digital Logger, and
our iMediaTouch Broadcast Automation are proof of
this

Introduced in 2000 iMediaLogger set the bar for all
other Digital Loggers Used in all of the top ten US
markets with more features then any other competitor,
iMediaLogger has easily become the most popular
Digital Logger in Radio It also helps your station
easily record package and transmit recordings for
Podcasting

With non-proprietary hardware special Corporate
Rates and the compatibility with the new ASI Tuner
Card. there's no reason to look to any other software

It The OngenaL The Standard. The Innovator.

I have found is called
Commview, made by
Tamosoft. Commview
allows the user to see
what information is
traveling about on the
network; it allows the
user to view unauthor-
ized activity;itallows the
user to identify network
problems and thus facili-

tates

'When we installed the iMechalogger we showed our
PD what it could do for him He responded by saying
'This is my newest favorite toy The ability to instantly
listen to our stations or the competing stations 24
hours a day and preparing airchecks has greaty
helped our Production and Sales Departments -
Don Stevenson - Chief Engineer
Radio One Dallas- Dallas, TX

iMediaLogger features:
',eously perform 24/7 twang

; i ,d,asbno Mondonna and Bach Crawl
Recording

one record mesa create four record...v(24/7 k>e Abc. Sk,o Best
of show and an 'Memel stream) For example Thee Channel
$tredoLogger eX4 for a total of 32 reemerge'

 Stabon person.' can Men access any of It.., recordents remetely via
LAN/WAN wen Is sure -,n Web browser interface

To find out more, call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com

Hand-held test instru-
ments pack a lot of

power into highly
portable packages.

more efficient data transmis-
sion; and it allows the user to
test firewalls and other intrusion
detection systems. The program
will display vital statistics such as
IP connections and it will even generate alarm
flags corresponding to certain events.

Another PC -based LAN analysis system is
Ethertest from Frontline Test Equipment. The
idea behind it is the same: use a PC as the test
equipment and the NIC as the primary interface.
Like Commview, it will run on any Windows
98/2000/Me/NT/XP/2003 compatible PC and
supports 10Mb/s and 100Mb/s Ethernet data
rates. Commview will work up to 1,000Mb/s.

Not all (net)work
The typical day is not filled with computer

work alone.The engineer's job is to make sound.
The proper test equipment is needed to help
with this critical task. In consideration of all
the digital audio sources and destinations in a
radio system,it's a good idea to have equipment
that can work in the analog and digital domain.
Fortunately, this isn't hard to find.

Ward -Beck Systems makes a pair of units
that can hang on your belt while hanging out
behind the equipment racks. The first piece
is called the ABB-1 (Audio Bit -Buddy) and it
provides a convenient means to receive and
monitor digital and analog audio signals. The
user listens to the audio (analog or decoded
AES) at the headphone output while the left
and right levels are displayed on LED bar graph
meters. Critical signal parameters such as
sampling frequency, emphasis, professional
or consumer format and data errors are dis-
played when monitoring AES/EBU or S/PDIF
signals. The digital input (via female XLR)
decodes sample frequencies from 30kHz to
50kHz automatically.

The ABS-1 Audio Bit Spitter is the companion
to the ABB-1. This portable, battery -powered
unit generates digital and stereo analog audio
test signals that can be injected into the signal
path when testing device performance or
signal path continuity. The ABS-1 generates an
AES/EBU digital audio signal of IkHz or 400Hz
at sampling rates of 48kHz,44.1kHz or 32kHz.

18 October 2005 Ratifo magazine www.beradio.com



breaking down barriers

actual height
mm inch

For more information

DIGITAL RADIO ON -AIR CONSOLE
 Full Audio Networking

 Any sicnal anywhere

 Complete format store, name and recall system

 Dynamic control matrix

 Dynamics and EQ control
 Powerful Mix -Minus capabilities

+Level meters for all buses and selected inputs

+Talkback

+Macrc programming

+Voice processing presets

+16 -character channel name displays

+Ultra slim low profile design - only 1" thick!

+Table -top mounting, no furniture cutouts required

+Split cr straight console options

+GUI based Autoconfig Setup Tool

Ilk- Starting at $10K!
Including surface, audio engine and audio platform

AEON - the latest innovation from the market leader

10 visit www. klotzdigital.com or call 678-966-9900 DIGITAL



noise,pink noise and
a polarity test signal
that is recognized by
the Minilyzer.

The Minirator reads
all the Minilyzer test
signals and has the
necessary functions
built in. It will mea-
sure audio levels
as VU or PPM and

The unit may also be synchronized to an external
digital reference signal. Digital signal levels of -20,
-12 and OdBFS are front -panel selectable.

A similar system with more features is made by
Nil and it also comes as a pair of hand-held units:
the generator, called the Minirator,and the receiver,
called the Minilyzer. The digital version of the
Minilyzer is called the Digilyzer.

The Minirator has several output signal types and
functions. It generates low -distortion sine waves that
can be swept. It also generates square waves,white

Digital Radio
Is In His Future,

Belden Should
Be In Yours!

Don't Trust Your Digital
Conversion to Anything
Other Than Belden -
The Proven Leader in Broadcast
And Data Cable Technology.

Belden is the leader in broadcast cable
technology, offering the best quality and the
broadest line of audio and video cables in the
industry. In fact. Belden Brilliance products
are the important link in any number of radio
broadcasts, network and cable TV broadcasts,
and post -production recording and film studios.
For radio, this includes hundreds of top-quality
cables for instrumentation, microphone and
line -level equipment applications - including
AES/EBU-compliant digital cable designs.

Additionally Belden is the market leader in
Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) data cable
design. supplying extremely high quality cables
for 10 Gigabit Ethernet performance, as well

_FLL_
BRILLIANCE

as Category 6 and 5e. And. only Belden
offers UTP cables with Bonded -Pairs. Belden
Bonded -Pair cables ensure good attenuation
characterist cs over longer distance since
the pair conductors are bonded together to
maintain a consistent conductor -to -conductor
spacing. Bolded -Pairs also mean Installable
Performance - that is, unlike other UTP
designs, Bolded -Pair cables
maintain their superior electrical
performance even after
the rigors 01 installation.

So, for a better link to the
future, stay tuned to Belden.

For a FREE Digital Studio Cable Guide or
a FREE cable sample. call: Belden CDT
Electronics Division 1-800-BELDEN-4
Or, go to Belden's Web site at:
www.belden.com/radio

Belden COT

2005 Belden CDT Inc

The PC interface is a practical method of
performing equipment tests.

sound pressure level. It includes a dis-
tortion analyzer (second through fifth
harmonics),can determine speaker polar-
ity in conjunction with the Minirator, can
record swept -frequency tests generated by
the Minirator, and has an onboard oscillo-
scope. With the addition of Minilink,which
is a USB interface, and the Minilink PC ap-
plication, data can be recorded from the
Minilyzer to a PC.

Another hand-held unit that encompasses
the generator and analyzer in one package,
is theTerrasondeATB-3.1t has balanced XLR
and 1/4" TRS ins and outs with two built-in
mic preamps with phantom power and a
headphone out to monitor audio. The input
sensitivity ranges from -120dBu to +50dBu
with an output level of up to +17dBu. This
kind of power in a set of hand-held devices
was simply not available a few years ago.

If more power is needed, consider the
Terrasonde ATB-3C (Trinity), which is a
more -capable version of the ATB-3. The
'Dinky includes a full -complement of audio
analysis tools,such as distortion analysis,V12
or 1/24 octave FFI' analysis, and a real-time
analyzer with digital filters and all the typi-
cal weightings. Terrasonde also makes the
Digital Audio Toolbox,which,like the ATB-3
and AT13-3c, incorporates the generator and
the analyzer in one package. It has two sets
of AES inputs,along with S/PDIF inputs,word-
clock and even video sync in. Included on
the output side are one AES out,one S/PDIF
out and word -clock out.A high -quality head-
phone output is included. Included in the
digital tool set are a clock and sample rate
counter, a bitstream analyzer, a jitter meter
and a digital watchdog to trap signal errors
such as lock,CRC,biphase,eye pattem,valid-
ity and parity errors. The captured errors
are displayed on a graph.

Prism Sound makes the Dscope III, which
is a signal source and analyzer that works in
conjunction with a user -supplied PC-viaa USB
connection. It uses Windows as the GUI. The

20 October 2005 Radio magazine www.beradio.com
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Fa5t Cars And Freedom by Rascal Flatts

- Feds _ike Today
WEE - Quincy's Best Country
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Riins of Athens feat. Kurt Masur
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WEE - Quincy's Best Hits
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Multiple Personalities
Aren't Disorders Anymore.
In fact, they're a powerful way to build listenership.

Multicast-capable consumer receivers will be available soon. Broadcast additional, digital
program channels now using BE's IDi 10 and IDi 20 HD Radio"' Data Importers and

Encoders. Enhance listener loyaty by providing program information and station
branding using broadcast data software and services from The Radio Experience.

Only Broadcast Electronics delivers the tools you need for HD Radio today, tomorrow and
the day after tomorrow without risk of rapid obsolescence or unexpected costs.

Program Generation & Data Generation &

I=E
Broadcast Electronics. Inc.  4100 North 24th Street, P.O. Box 3606, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.

Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (2 I 7) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcas-t@bdcast.com

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademxi,s of Broadcast Electronics, Inc rD Radio registered trademark of iBiguity Digital Corporation.



Teit'Etiluipment
Dscope III providessimultaneousAES3 and
analog outputs; a user -selectable digital or
analog input signal analyzer that includes
what Prism calls its ContinuousTime Ana-
lyzer (essentially a distortion analyzer) and
an FFT analyzer that will perform a battery
of tests, including user -defined ones. The
Dscope also includes a battery of tests for
the digital carrier itself.

Audio Precision has a 20 -year history
in the production of audio analyzers that
work in conjunction with a user -supplied
PC. The AP ATS-2 is just such a system,
and includes basic tests, such as inter -
channel phase response,channel separa-
tion, distortion measurement and noise
measurements. Its own capability can
determine whether or not the device un-
der test (DUT) meets all digital standards
and whether or not it is compatible with
otherdigital devices. Othermeasurement
capabilities include jitter,pulse amplitude,
bit activity and word length. AP offers an
upgraded measurement capability that
allows the ATS-2 to make measurements
on the digital carrier signal.

No matter how well versed you are in
theory, and no matter how many years

you've been in the business,without proper
test equipment you won't be able to ac-
complish much. The best thing about test
equipment is that it often goes beyond being
simply a tool. Good test equipment can

help you learn more about the equipment
you work on as well. Good test equipment
is worth fighting for at budget time.

Irwin is director of engineering for Clear Channel
Radio in Seattle.

Resource Guide
A sample of manufacturers of DAWs and accessories.

Anritsu
800-ANEITSU

www.us.arritsu.com

ATI-Audio Technologies
800-.2-<-8001

www.at audio.com

Audio Precision
800-23"-7350

www.audicprecision.com

Behringer
877-E 71-0816

www.beiringer.com

Berkeley Nucleonics
415-45:,9955

www.berkeleynucleonics.com

Channel D
732-933-9388

www.channld.com/mts.html

Conex Electro Systems
800-645-1061

www.conex-electro.com

Dorrough Electronics
818-998-2824

vww.dorrough.com

Fluke
800 -44 -FLUKE

www.fluke.com

Fluke Networks
800 -28 -FLUKE

www.flukenetworks.com

Liquid Compass is an industry leading
company that provides streaming media
tools developed specifically for the
Radio Industry.

With Liquid Compass as your premier
streaming provider, your- station will
receive superior audio and video hosting,
unique cross -browser -compatible media
players that are branded with your logo or
creative concept, client acclaimed [24/7]
tech support and detailed web reporting.

Most importantly, Liquid Compass will
provide streaming media tools that will
allow your station to :d a new
of revenue!

AFFORDABLE STREAMING MEDIATOOLS

Live & On -Demand Streaming

Custom Media Players

Video Gateways Branded for Your

Station o- Advertiser

 Ad Replacement /
Ad Scheduling Software

Custom Side Channels

 Web -Based Reporting Tools

To view a list or to listen to stations utilizing
Liquid Compass' services,

visit www.liquidcompass.net
or call (303) 839-9400 today!
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You asked for a

I UNITIONl FUNCTION

,

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

5622 Edgemoor  Houston, TX 77081 US/ -

713.664.4470

bulletproof
console.

1.800.231.5870
info@logitekaudio.com www.logitekaudio.com

2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

OK, maybe we're taking things a bit literally. But if a Mosaic
console panel can stop a bullet, we figure it should be able to
stand up to your board operatcrs' daily abuse. The Mosaic's
extra -rugged construction. combined with some of the most
advanced control and operation features on the market, give
your station the versatility you want with the durability you
need. In short, bulletproof operation.

Mosaic
Where art meets technology

The Mosaic is a scalable, flexible control surface for the Logitek
Audio Engine, a digital router that streamlines your installations
and simplifies complex audio tasks.

We really did shoot a bullet at a Mosaic panel. The bullet
dented the panel, but it didn't puncture it. For details on
how the Logitek Mosaic bullet test was conducted, visit
www.logitekaudio.com/bullet.

Logitek
Console Router Systems



gfEhu pment
Frontline Test Equipment

800-359-8570
www.fte.com

Gage Applied Sciences
800-567-4243

www.gage-app I ied.com

Gold Line
203-938-2588

www.gold-line.com

IFR Systems
800-835-2352

www.ifrsys.com

Leader Instruments
800-645-5104

www.leaderusa.com

Lecroy
800-553-2769

www.lecroy.com

Miles Technology
800-280-857

www.milestech.com

Narda Safety Test Solutions
+49-7121-9732-25
www. na rda-sts.de

NTI (Neutrik Test Instuments)
800-661-6388

www.nt-instruments.com

Pomona Electronics
800-490-2361

www.pomonaelectronics.com

Prism Sound
973-983-9577

www.prismsound.com

RCI Custom Products
800-546-4724

www.rcicustom.com

RDL (Radio Design Labs)
800-281-2683

www.rdlnet.com

Rohde & Schwarz
410-910-7800

www.rohde-schwarz.com

Sencore Electronics
800-SENCORE

www.sencore.com

Tamosoft
866-582-6675

www.tamos.com

Tektronix
800-835-9433

www.tektronix.com

Terrasonde
888-433-2821

www.terrasonde.com

Trompeter Electronics
800-982-2629

www.trompeter.com

Ward -Beck Systems
800-771-2556

www.ward-beck.com

Whirlwind
800-733-9473

www.whirlwindusa.com
4

Broadcast Sales:
Mid -South Sales
Bob Mayben
> bobmayben@usa.net

Voice (877) 391-2650
Central Sales
Bernie O'Brien

bernieob@earthlink.net
Cell (731) 695-1714
West Coast Sales
Doug Tharp
> dougt@scmsinc.com
Sales (866) 673-9267
Mid -West Sales
Mary Schnelle
> marys@scmsinc.com

Sales (513) 899-3036
South -Atlantic Sales
Art White
> whitearthur@bellsouth.net

Sales (770) 632-1295
North-East Sales
Jim Peck

Sales
Jpeck0(315)

6
01@scm

23-7s655inc.com

South-West Sales
Tyler Callis
> tylerc@scrosinc.com

Office (877) 699-9151

ProAudio &
Commercial Sound:
Southeast Sales
Ric Goldstein
> ricg scmsinc.com

Voice 77) 640-8205

INC

Ask for BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508

Fax 1-704-889-4540

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.

www.scmsinc.com
e-mail sales@)scmsinc.com
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NEW Digilingiklafriallial"11e lite Automation...

ONLY $100 PER MONTH tymiggigin

now shitEL
'1,0110011.1'lgrawit.

lowThe 'Bridge' hardware ...

*ppsupplied by Arrakis contains the audio sound

cards, routing switchers, and control logic so

that the PC requires NO special hardware or

setup. This means that the PC can be off -

the -shelf, and unmodified so that it is easily

serviced locally. The Xtreme 'Solutions' pro-

gram is per workstation for complete redun-

dancy and

combo with

per month.

backup. Imagine an AM/FM

production room for only $300

With more than 15 years of

automation experience and thousands of

Arrakis automation systems in the field

around the world, Arrakis can provide you

with the solution that meets BOTH your

business AND technology needs.

Xtreme 'HARDWARE'
a 16 x 3 stereo routing

switcher, dual PC sound

cards, & control logic

Xtre
'SOFTWARE'
powerful Win-
dows PC software
for live air, auto-
mation, schedul-
ing, and produc-
tion

No down payment

Return at any time

Free Factory training

Free Hardware support

Free Telepho-ie support

Free Software upgrades

Free Hardware upgrades

Free PC and Network setup

the XTREME 'Solutions' program
Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio

systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we co the rest. We

supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that

you supply is the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment

there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation sys-

tem can be upgraded out of current Dperating costs. With free sys-

tem configuration and training you receive the help you need to

make a smooth trans,tion tc the new system. Wtt. free hardware

replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone sup-

port helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means you

have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that

is not included is the PC compute- and we can help you with that

too... also for free.

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.c now shipping !I! Arrakis
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Short on time
I

Cumulus rebuilds in

Shreveport -Bossier City, Louisiana
By Dave Supplee

It's Jan. 10, 2005. Instead of being in chilly Pennsylvania, I find
myself in almost balmy Bossier City, LA,staring at a large sea of
mud that contains the steel framework for the new home for

our cluster. Our new nine -studio location is just a small part of
an even greater sea of mud that 1 have been told will contain a
500,000+ square foot retail and entertainment complex. I have
also just been informed that the complex, including our five sta-
tions, will all be opening on May 12; a short four months away.
That amount of lead time was fine for a retail store, but not for a
cluster of radio stations. In addition to the expected increase in
my stress level, 1 am also not convinced.

This was the beginning of my involvement in the relocation of
the Cumulus stations in Shreveport -Bossier City to the Louisiana
Boardwalk, but the story actually began nearly two years earlier.
At that time the area now occupied by the Louisiana Boardwalk
was undeveloped riverfront property, across from the Red River
entertainment district in Shreveport and adjacent to the successful
Horseshoe Casino and Hotel.The developer, OW Holdings, an-
nounced the ambitious plan to build the complex and contacted
Cumulus with an attractive proposal to relocate to the site. The
logic being the high visibility of our cluster in the market would
help to promote the new complex.The concept of the boardwalk

Having several windows provides an
open and spacious feel to the studios.

Like many multi -station installations, all the air studios have simi-
lar layouts.
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Equipment List
Adobe Audition
AirCorp ProAnnouncer mic processors
ASI 5111 audio cards
ATI digital DA

Audioarts D75 consoles
Audion Voxpro
Behringer Powerplay Pro headphone amp
Belden audio cable
Broadcast Tools COP and COA Starguide

'adapters, SMIII silence monitors,
SS2.1 TERM!!! switchers, AVR-8

Cybex KVM extender
Denon DNC680 CD players.
Denon TIU1500RDP FM/AM tuners w/RDS
Dixon NM250 newsroom mixer
Ergotron 300 series video monitor arms
ETA rack -mount power strips
Furman Power Plus II power conditioners
Geffen USB extender
Gepco audio multi-, dual- and single -pair

AES cable
Henry Superrelay
HHB CDR830 Plus CD recorders
JBL 4410 studio monitors
Krone punch blocks
Leibert Master UPS
Lucid AD9624 A/D converters
Mackie M800 power amplifiers
Middle Atlantic racks and accessories
Mirticom Phantom KVM switch
Neutrik 'A" connectors
OC White single and double joint mic arms
Radio Systems analog DA
Sage Endec EAS
Shure RE -20 microphones
Sony PCM R500 DAT recorder
Switchcraft XLR connectors

Telos 1, 1x6 and 2x12 telephone hybrids
Wheatstone Bridge router
Wheatstone Preference studio furniture

was a combination of outlet type stores, a large anchor store,
movie theatre and several entertainment and dining venues.
The setting was to resemble a small downtown, complete
with a trolley and carousel and the stores housed in indi-
vidual buildings, each with its own unique look.

By the time Gary Kline, Cumulus director of engineering,
invited me to Bossier City, the anchor store, Bass Pro Shops,
had opened,and the Regal Cinema was nearing completion.
The rest of the stores and nightclubs were barely begin-
ning construction. Our space had been promised to be
ready for us to begin our work by March 15, so we began
to hastily line up our equipment and outside contractors
to perform some of the work. My goal was to build it to
be as cost-effective and flexible as possible and in a short
period of time, but also to do it to the same standards that
new Cumulus builds have been in the past when the time
budget was greater.

Making good time
We chose equipment and vendors that we had worked

with on several prior projects, minimizing the time needed
to supery i se and manage their work. For ou rstud io furniture,
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Short on time
we selected the Wheatstone Preference series furni-
ture and took advantage of Wheatstone's ability to
provide us with prewired components.We used the
Phase -3 prewire, which consists of wiring from the
new Audioarts D75 consoles to blocks,and cabling
from blocks to the peripheral studio equipment.We
also purchased their Announcer and Headphone
panels prewired as well. The furniture comes in
pieces that need to be assembled on -site. It's not a
huge job and only takes a few hours per studio to
set the bases, screw them together with nuts and

The STL and satellite antennas are mounted on the root of the adja-
cent building.

"There are sound reason
why Rintronic is on
the label of euery
directional facility I a

son vie 0

After installing a new Kintronic Wide -Band
Antenna System, Gary Ellingson said:

"Military specifications,
craftsmanship,
conservative design,
precision, geometrically
balanced; these are
just a few terms I
would use to describe
phasing equipment from
Kintronic Laboratories.

With Kintronic on your DA team, a
successful and maintainable system
is a realistic goal."

r Smirk
f f(1.1ary L. Ellingson, CPBE

itAntennaSys eihN:
Director of Engineering

intai
Directional

Northwestern College Pad
KNWC-AM/Sloux Falls, S

423.878.3141 fax 423.878.4224

bolts and attach the coun-
tertops.The wiring cage is
just that: blocks attached
to the metal framework.
Once assembled, the
furniture is solid; a large
man can stand on the
countertop without fear
of breaking it.

Skyline Communica-
tions of Indianapolis,
IN, handled the IT wir-
ing, pulled the audio
trunks and fiber cables,

and installed the
satellite dishes
and STL antennas.
Lightner Electron-
ics installed the
rack room blocks, punched the cable down, installed the
rack room trunk cables, assembled the studio furniture and
mounted the consoles and prewire. Both of these contrac-
tors have provided superior work for us in the past, and this
project was no exception. For our detail integration work
we decided to use our own engineers. I asked Gary Zocolo
from our Youngstown, OH, cluster to join me for this part of
the project.Zocolo has been involved in several of our other
recent consolidation projects. His attention to detail, ability
to find solutions to the issues that arise when building large
projects such as this, and excellent work ethic made him the
ideal choice. Jeff Chancey, Cumulus regional engineer, and

nai Juneu and James Kester Inman
rack equipment.

l411.ac

FJ-700
Cell Phone
Interface

 I Pefect for ball games and !. 
remote talk shows

. . .

Features:
 4 Mic/Line Inputs
 4 Headphone Jacks
 Connect To Cell Phone 
 Connect To Telephone
 Balanced In/Out
 Operates On 3 'AA'

Batteries Or Ext Pwr 
More Info:
www.conex-electro.com

CONYSEX,10 S1t.s

360-734-4323
800-645.1061

MEM  IN 111 EINEM II   MMMMMM
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"HE /fill.
SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

EVENTIDE f0600 BROADCAST DELAY
RN-xlv -0.41

PANIC WAIT FOR wAIT REIM) RAMP TO
SAFE AND EXiT ZERO

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers. and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license -
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU. and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being hearc on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and

0 L'
S

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast with the delay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to mai Main a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, wha:ever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc ©2005 Eventide Inc



Short on time
local engineers James Kester and Hal Stinnett were
all heavily involved in the integration. They also
handled the day-to-day crises of the early stages
of the project, but like all engineers their time was
somewhat limited due to many ongoing needs at
the existing facility,and in Chancey's case,the large
geographic region for which he is responsible.

Nothing is easy
We faced some unique challenges for this project.

One of them was the high cost of plenum -rated cable.
The developer's architect had designed our space
and chose an open plenum design for the hallway
ceiling where the cables were to ru n.We extensively
examined the costs of plenum -rated AES cable vs.
conduits with Cat -5 or regular AES multipair. We
finally decided to use shielded non -plenum Cat -5
multipair inside plenum -rated interduct tubing.
This was approved by the fire inspector,so we had
a cost-effective method of dealing with the open -
plenum design.

Another unusual feature of the facility is that the
building that houses our STL and satellite dishes is
physically a different building than ourstudios,and
three stories higher.The dishes themselves rest on
the top of an escalator room of the boardwalk park-
ing garage.The design called fora small building or
room to be built on the roof of the studio building

to house any equipment
we needed up there. The
design was later changed
to move the penthouse to
the third level of the ga-
rage.We explored several
options and finally arrived
at using a Wheatstone
Router in the main rack
room linked to a Bridge
Router Satellite cage in
the penthouse two stories
above via fiber cable.
This allowed us to send
and receive just about as
much audio to and from
the penthouse as we
could possibly want, and
as the old studio location
had a history of lightning
damage, this gave our
new studios a degree of
protection from lightning coming back from the STL equipment.
We also decided on a fiber path for the satellite equipment as well,
but rather than place the Starguide receivers in the penthouse, we
decided to locate them in the rack room where they would be
more accessible and use fiber to bring the RF down from the dishes.
This was accomplished by using single -mode cable and Fibercom
fiberoptic L -band transceivers. Other fiber devices were used to
send the computer network to the penthouse for router control,
and Internet access and RS -232 for data return from AP

The equipment racks face a glass
wall so visitors can see the backbone
of the station.

Powerful Automation from BSI
Free syste

upgrades
available

now!

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard -
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3 -year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.

Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines, so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the US and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really is. Test and try before you buy.

lirroadcast Software International 503 E. 11th Ave., Eugene, OR 97401
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721) inforti bsiusa.com

Para el espaiiol, Ilamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6332 fchavez* ommedianet.com
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By early March I was convinced the March 15 date would not be
met. Skyline communications had arrived and had begun pulling
the trunk cables and the IT wiring.We had no windows,carpet,lights
or security. Equipment was beginning to arrive but we had no good
secure place to put the large items. By April 4, when Lightner Elec-
tronics arrived, we had windows but only temporary lighting.Gary
Zocolo and I arrived on April 8 to assist with the furniture assembly
and begin some of our prewire work. We still had no permanent
lights, HVAC or substantial security. Meanwhile, equipment was
arriving based on the initial March 15 date.

The furniture arrived a few days later, most of which was installed
before we left for the NAB convention.The office furniture supplier
also decided to bring all of the office chairs in; we're not really
sure why. On my way to Las Vegas I received a phone call while at
a layover in Atlanta. It was the local fire marshal requesting that
we remove all of our furniture and equipment from the building,
as there is no working sprinkler or alarm system in place. Not only
did he need it removed,he wanted it done by 5 p.m.CDT. I received
this call at 4 p.m. CDT. After a few tense minutes, we arrived at a
compromise: all of the office chairs (which is what he was really
concerned about) needed to be moved to the bathrooms, which
had working sprinklers and alarms.

Finally,after the NAB convention and a few days rest to recover we
returned to Bossier City. Still no lights or HVAC but we could lock
the doors, so we began the integration portion of the project.

We used as many time-savers as possible.BroadcastTools has a line
of devices to interface with Starguide receivers.This greatly reduces
the time spent in wiring them; no soldering DB connectors.These
items combined with the significantly simplified wiring needed
by taking advantage of the Bridge Router enabled us to have the

facility ready to move -in in
41/2 working weeks follow-
ing our return from the NAB
show. As a result we were
ready to move the stations
in over a three-day span in
early June.

We did not make the grand
opening of the Boardwalk
on May 12,mainly because
our building was simply
not ready, but the shopping
center opened with a lot
of fanfare that included
some great publicity for our
stations.The new Cumulus
Shreveport -Bossier City lo-
cation is truly a showplace
operation and a valued
addition to the Louisiana
Boardwalk. I am proud of
the people involved and
what we accomplished in
the building of this out-
standing broadcasting facility.

The installation team used many
tools to speed installation time,
including these DB breakout con-
nectors from Broadcast Tools.

Supplee is regional engineering coordinator for Cumulus
Media. He is based in Harrisburg, PA.

4.4

FaCility IFEtiCus
the technology behinl Cumulu'Shreveport

What is the

Facility ii61
Focus?
The Facility Focus provides an up -

close look at the technology in use
at the facilities featured in Radio
magazine Facility Showcase ar-
ticles. The highlighted manufac-
turers are leaders in the industry,
and the Facility Focus allows them to showcase :heir
products and services.

Turn to the Facility Focus for the insight on today's
leading products and services in use in the top radio
facilities.

N

AudioScience ASI5111
The ASI5111 proviths one

stereo analog ar.d digital
input, one stereo ana og
and digital output, a micro-
phone input,two record streams
and four play streamsThe analog
audio interface is babnced and
uses 24 -bit oversamplilg converters
to deliver more ban 100dB of dynamic range with THD+N
bet:er than 0.0025% at sample rates from 32k Hz to 96kHzThe
dig tal interface can be software configured forAES/EBU or
S/PDIFoperation.The balanced microphone input provides
+48V phantom power \kith an adjustable gain of up to 60dB.
Processing effects impl mented on the ASI5 1 1 I's 32 -bit float-
ing point DSP include a compressor/limiter/expander and
three -band parametric aqualizer.The adapter also features
AS's Multi -Rate Mixing (MRX) technology, which enables
playback, recording and digital mixing of multiple audio
streams of any sz mple :ate to a 1Hz precision.The adapter
includes XLR breakout :abler.

www.audioscience.com
302-324-5333
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2005 Salary Survey
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

These days, the holy grail of modern man is money. What
else is sought after more? This year's salary survey is broken
down by job titles. The data provides statistics on salaries for
various job titles in an effort to help engineers in the radio
industry find their holy grail. Overall,the statistics show favor-

ably to our industry. For instance, the average salary increase
among those who received one within the last year was 5.3

percent. Also, two-thirds of respondents indicated that computer/
IS/1T functions are considered part of the engineering department's
responsibility. Read on for more useful information to help you in

your quest for the holy grail.

www.beradio.com



talien cinerenguwer
If you are the chief engineer at your station, you probably won-

der if you are being compensated fairly compared to your peers.
According to the 2005 salary survey, the average chief engineer
received a salary increase to $54,999. In fact,61 percent of his peers
received a salary increase. And if you hold a SBE certification of
some sort,you would be in good company because 39 percent of
radio station chief engineer respondents hold some level of SBE
certification.

Estimated Median Salaries by SBE Certification
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$0
SBE Certified Not SBE Certified

The average age for a station chief engineer is 49 and he has
been in the broadcast engineering industry for about 24 years. On
average,station chief engineers have worked in that position for 11
years. He is personally responsible for three radio stations.

tatain/stiElenginecr
As a staff engineer at a radio station, do you feel you are leading

the pack in the race for the holy grail or do you feel you might be
lagging behind? Radio magazine's 2005 salary survey shows that
the average station/staff engineer's salary in 2005 remained stable,
regardless of market size. In 2005 the average staff engineer earned
$48,000 in Below Top 50 markets and $64,999 in Top 50 Markets.
Sixty-three percent of staff engineers received a salary increase in
the last year.

Estimated Median Salaries for Staff Engineers
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The average staff engineer respondent from the salary survey is
responsible for fourstations. He has been in the radio industry about
16 years and has been a station/staff engineer for about eight years.
The average age for a staff engineer at a radio station is 44.

Of all the station and staff engineer respondents, only 25 percent
of station/staff engineers are SBE certified.

Your Single Source
for Broadcast Solutions

RF or Structural... Digital or Analog... TV or Radio...
ERI has the right solution for you.

 Antennas
 Filters and Combiners
 RF Components
Transmission Line
 Towers and Structural Products

rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.j ir-Lriv 

Call Toll -free at 877 ERI-LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com
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The new Radio
Millenium Digit
has many plus
+ even more mi

Pluses (+)
Mic/Line/or Digital
on input with
full simultaneous
analog and digital outputs

Minuses (-)
10 rutty configurable
analog and digital
mix -minus outputs



Systems
al Console
s
nuses...

Contact (!)
Radio Systems, Inc.
601 Heron Drive Logan Township, NJ 08085

phone: 856-467-8000 fax: 856-467-3044
www.radiosystems.com
or any Radio Systems dealer



2005
Salary Survey

4.0 erafiens .sta managers -
If your job title includes operations staff or manager,your estimated median salary is $36,000. This breaks out to $41,666

in Top 50 markets and $34,166 in Below Top 50 markets. For operations staff and managers 15 years is the average time
spent in the broadcasting industry. You have spent an average of eight years in your current position,which is just under
the industry average of nine years. Operations staff and managers tend to be some of the youngest members of the group
at 42 years of age.

_ill-a/Acing/end directer/corperate engliwer
Market regional director and corporate engineers have found

the holy grail. Not only are these people most likely to receive
a salary increase (70 percent received one), but they also earn
the highest salaries. The average median salary for a market
regional director and corporate engineers is $69,999. In Top 50
markets the average median salary is $82,000 and in Below Top
50 markets its $64,999.

These people average about 50 years old and have been in the
business for 28 years. The average time they have spent in their
current position is eight years.

People under these job titles are the most likely to hold an SBE
certification: 64 percent of them, according to the salary survey.
Of those engineers who hold SBE certification, it is most likely to
be at the CPBE or CBMT level.

Percent Holding SBE Certification

70%
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50%

40%

30%

20%

10o,

Management Issue: Who's watching
the station while you're gone?

Cost: $8.20/hour (& benefits) VS.
Oversees studio and transmitter operations
when not websurfing and talking with girlfriend.

Power change? Satellite switching? It's hard
to remember everything, dude.

Available by studio hotline...uh, sometimes.

Cost: $0.15/hour
(Unit cost amortized completely
in one year!)

Monitors studio functions, file servers,
generators plus transmitter operations
and conditions.

Power changes, satellite switching
and more, done flawlessly.

Controlled from anywhere
by Web browser.

Alarm system and functionality built-in.

Well, this choice should be "easi"...

LWITInc.
First management decision: Check out easi-8
by phoning, or by browsing the Website.
www.easi-8.com/rm 801-326-1300
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Ceiperate
managemenesde prtprkter

Estimated Median Salary by lob Function
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As a corporate officer, company management or sole proprietor,
you average a salary of $43,333. You have been in the radio indus-
try about 25 years and in your current position for about 15 years,
which is the longest time in one position compared to any other
job title. Corporate officers average 53 years of age.

Contractengineer
Nearlya third of contract engineers earn an hourly

rate of $30 to $39. And nearly half of contract engi-
neers indicated in the survey that their charges are
based on time on ly.Thirty-five percent indicated that
their charges are based on a combination of time
and fee,and 15 percent charge a flat fee for specific

$70 or more
12%

$60 to $69
4%

$50 to $59

23",.

Average Hourly Rates

no answer
6%

Less than $20
8% $20 to $29

4%

$40 to $49
12%

$30 to $39
31%

work. While 54 percent of contract engineers have
a minimum charge for emergency calls,46 percent
charge a different rate for these calls. Almost 38
percent of contract engineers bill between three
and nine hours per week.

Snap, Crackle, Pop?
Dropouts?

Intermittents?

sales@senco

0

0

Aions

litstresm Analyzer
Watchdog

,Dc;k/SamPle Counte,

DA795

Digital Audio An tlyzer

0

0

Solve Digital Audio Problems orookori

Pro

Digital Audio
Analyzer

-800-736-2673 or 1.605. 9.0100 3200 Sencore Drive  Sioux Falls, SD 57107 USA
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2005
Salary Survey

'Meprradenegeneralmanager
How Many Stations Are You Responsible For?

6

0

The typical vice president or general manager of a
radio station has wirked in this industry 18 years and
has been working n his current job title for 10 years.
He is about 46 year old and earns a salary of $49,999.
Fifty-seven percent of vice president and general
managers receivec a salary increase this year.

Few vice presidents and general managers of radio
stations hold SBE certification: only 10 percent.

On June 16, 2C05, we sent e -mailed invitations to partici-
pate in an online survey to more than 3,600 subscribers
of Radio magazine. A link was included on the invita-
tion to route respondents directly to the questionnaire.
Some of the results of this study are presented by job title
group and market rank. (Top 50 and Below Top 50). The
survey's objectives were to determine salary levels among
Radio magazine readers for select title groups and to
examine salary trends over time.

STUDIO FURNITURE

lastic surface & trim design
ighest quality materials

modular for flexibility
precision crafted
professional features
many options available

This studio

furniture line is
engineered for studio decors where non -
wood trims are a design goal. Available in a
wide variety of colors, this furniture will
complement any size market application. The
modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can
be imagined.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com
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Multicasting.

It's like trying to fit

well, you know.

Omnia Multicast with SENSUS codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look -ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit -reduced streams,

....4011011*,
Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a

terrific idea - until you consider just how little bandwidth

each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)

survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUSTM' restores the fullness

and depth that bit -reduction steals. Our DSP gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who

introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,

they developed a unique suite of tools to pre -condition audio

for HD Radio' multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and

reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit -reduced channels (like

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running

SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast

delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs

your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the

top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other

processor brands.

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast.

onA Telos Company

OrnnetAudio.corn

S

ma

The 'Orrva' and -SENSUS" names and their logotypes are tradernarls of TLS Corp. HD Radio is a trademark of [Really Chiral Corp. C. 2005. TLS Corp All nghts reserved



By Doug Irwin

he aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina-
the devastating effects

of the winds and storm surge on
countless towns and people along the Gulf
Coast, and the flooding that occurred throughout New Orleans
and environs-are still being felt even as I prepared this article
at the end of September.

As the water is pumped out of New Orleans,and as the full extent
of the destruction becomes evident along the Gulf Coast, it is
only natural and prudent that those of us who were not directly
affected think about what our"Hurricane Katrina" is; the disaster
scenario that no one really wants to contemplate, let alone plan
for.That is what this article is about:emergency planning from the
most basic emergency to the most devastating of circumstances.
There is no time like the present to consider it.

In preparing this article I was fortunate to have the opportunity
to interview Marty Hadfield,the vice president of engineering for
Entercom Communications,which is the licensee ofWWL radio in
New Orleans,and Mike Hagans, most recently the vice president
of engineering for the Premiere Radio Networks and now fulfilling
a crucial engineering role on behalf of Clear Channel in New
Orleans. They spoke about the situation there and how they and
fellow company personnel are coping with the disaster.

The most basic emergency circumstance to plan for is that of
a power outage.

While outfitting a generator set with the largest fuel tank as is

practical may
seem like the only

thing to do, in the
event of a major emer-

gency it is impossible to
know how long the power could

be out. Therefore, plan on a means for
the station to obtain more fuel. Don't wait till the tank is almost
empty before considering it.

"WWL has a 12,000 gallon tank," said Hadfield."That sounds like
a lot, but [Entercom station] KIRO in Seattle has 16,000 gallons.
You literally cannot have too much fuel. If you don't use it you
can pump it out to help someone else

Proximity of fuel sources should be an area of concern. "Clear
Channel has fuel stockpiled, and trucks and people that are capable
of driving them7said Hagans. Another issue to consider-and this
goes way beyond planning for a "run-of-the-mill" emergency-is
the fact that generator sets need substantial amounts of mainte-
nance to run over long periods, and you may or may not be able
to carry out the most basic service during an extended power
outage, like those that the Gulf Coast have experienced. It is
possible that finding qualified generator technicians could be
exceedingly difficult in this event.

Hagans said that Clear Channel is prepared for this contingency
"We have trailer -mounted generator sets with skid tanks ready to
go. With a company the size of Clear Channel,you've got that kind
of stuff, and it's stored in a protected area, and they can get to it
when a storm like this hits"

The situation for WWL was complicated. "WWLs generator was
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serviced and the fuel topped off about three weeks ahead of the
storm,but the station had to run at half -power because the genera-
tor balked with the transmitter at full -power. I contacted the Army
Corps of Engineers 249 Brigade-the power engineers-to see if
we could get a replacement generator in there. Something higher
like a 400kW would have been perfect, and they came through
with a 380kW unit; fixed it up, and they're delivering it to the site
tomorrow [which was on Sept.9]. Site access is a problem so they
are going to bring it in with a Chinook helicopter"

FortunateNcommercial power was restored to the WWL transmit-
ter site before the generator arrived.

Staying connected
Communications-or the lack thereof-is another aspect of

disaster recovery that can bring the entire recovery process to a
halt. Shortly after the 1989 San Francisco earthquake, there were so
many attempts to use the telephone system, as people attempted
to contact their loved ones, that it was virtually impossible to get a
dial tone. Cellular phone systems were knocked out in many cases
because of widespread power outages. This result was duplicated,
in effect, in New Orleans.

"Emergency workers were using cell phones and if you didn't
have a priority card issued by NCS then you weren't going to be
able to use the system,"said Hagans.

New Orleans radio station WKBU-FM's transmitter site was
flooded during Hurricane Katrina.

Hadfield agreed "The worst part is when you have lots of people
concentrated in one spot; the cellular system gets overloaded.
All the downtown sites were constantly overloaded. After about
three days though, people's batteries began dying, and so the cell
sites came back in to a useable condition"

Fortunately,there are alternative means to communicate,some of
which you can plan on using in the event of an emergency

"One of the primary means we used in communications to
the Jefferson Parish EOC was the old analog bag phones. Works
almost every time. It became an integral part of our efforts in
New Orleans. The other thing that we've seen work is the text -

In the course of researching this article, the author spoke primarily with
two people about their experiences. There is story upon story marked with
the heroism of those that lived through the event and the aftermath-too
many to tell, and too many names to mention. If you are one of those
people, please understand not everyone can be mentioned, and know
your efforts were no less important.
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messaging system."
Hagans agrees. "You couldn't get a voice channel

but you could get a data charmer'
"With the phone lines out, there was no way to

communicate with engineers in the field from the
command post-in this case Baton Rouge,LA-so
having satellite phones was a huge benefit," said
Hagans. "You have to be willing to have them in
place ahead of time and to be willing to pay the
price for using them. Otherwise, you just won't
have communications for the most critical days
right after the event."

My own experience after the 1989 quake was that
communicationsand poweravailability came back
to normal within a few days. But what happens when
the course of the disaster is far more extensive?
What happens if a tower falls,a transmitter building
is completely flooded, or the studio building itself
becomes unusable? What kind of planning should
be done in advance?

Geographic diversity may be the best (and perhaps
most costly) means by which you can plan to stay

The tower site of WYLD-AM. Photo courtesy of Troy Langham

on the air in the event of a tower collapse. At the very least (in the
case of FM and TV antenna sites) having the main and a backup
antenna on separate towers is a reasonable plan. Entercom Seattle's
main FM facilities are located on Tiger Mountain, which is east of
Seattle and famous for its tough winter weather. By locating its
backup FM facilities on Cougar Mountain (about half the elevation
of Tiger and with much better winter -time access) the stations have
hedged against all the "normal" site failures-transmitter failure,
antenna failure, power loss and generator failure-and one that is
site -specific: impassable winter weather.

All broadcast engineers have heard tower disaster stories,from the
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World Trade Center to the destruction of the KFI tower last winter -
caused by an airplane. Thorough disaster planning kept WKTU on
the air after the destruction of the World Trade Center towers; they
had recently completed an entirely separate transmitter site at the
Conde Naste Building. KFI was only off the air briefly because it
had a back-up tower at the same site.

KNBR in San Francisco had an airplane strike a guy -wire on its
primary tower several years ago, and although the tower did not
fall, the station had a separate backup ready to go.

I asked Hadfield about any specific strategic plans that were
in place for WWL. "We have a licensed backup for WWL at the
transmitter site," he said. "A horizontal wire is attached directly to a
backup transmitter. Knowing it was available was comforting. WWL
and WSMB also share the same type of [Nautel] transmitter,so we
could pull the exciter deck out of the WWL transmitter and take it
toWSMB,and then retune that transmitter to WWL's frequency. Also,
one of the WSMB towers is exactly 90° at WWL's frequency, and so
we could easily tune it up for non -directional operation"

Emergency planning should of necessity include what to do in the
event of the loss of the studio facility. Hagans has been a principal
player in this type of planning:1n some ClearChannel markets there
are already plans in place for moving a facility to another facility.
For example, Premiere Radio Networks and the Clear Channel/Los
Angeles cluster have a plan in place to back one another up and
it works; it's been tested."

Wasted planning
Throughout my conversations with Hagans and Hadfield, and

from paying attention to the news of the disaster and its aftermath,
it was obvious to me that the most difficult issues were really not

This generator was crunched by a storage van belonging to the
CUU.

technical ones at all; they were people issues. Im-
mediately after the scope of the disaster became ap-
parent.corporate management in both companies
leaped in to action. David Field, the president of
Entercom, appointed an emergency panel of the
three company executives-Marty Hadfield, Ken
Beck (the Entercom vice president of news and
sports programming) and Noreen McCormick (the
Entercom vice president of human resources) to
coordinate the company's response. They formed
a war room in Beck's office in Seattle, where each
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member of the committee is headquartered, and
ran the show from there.

At the Clear Channel technical management
headquarters in Tulsa, OK, the reaction was swift.
Steve Davis,the senior vice president of engineer-
ing for Clear Channel,coordinated ClearChannel's
entire triage and restoration effort and quickly had
people from the CCTM office along with several
of the Clear Channel regional engineering VPs
on the ground and in action in Baton Rouge,
New Orleans and Biloxi, MS. Dick Lewis, Clear
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Following the storm, many things were
out of place. While some sites are intact, a
cleanup effort is still required.

Channel's regional VP and market manager
for the New Orleans area, played a crucial
role in the coordination and facilitation of
the emergency work.

Hadfield was in the middle of the process
when I spoke to him. "The people [in New
Orleans and environs] were extremely re-
ceptive to our help because of our outside
perspective."

"You have to treat the people who are
involved in this recovery with care and
concern because they are under an incred-
ible amount of stress:said Hadfield. "They
are all heroes. They love their communities.
Sometimes they have to be told to stop and
sit out for some time.

"If they go too long they may need to be
rescued themselves. The rescuers have to
stay rescuers; they can't turn into victims:.

Hagans had similar sentiments after his
first week of triage work in New Orleans. I
asked him if he had seen local engineers and
others heading for the burnout stage.

"A lot of the staff had lost their homes.
One of the engineers was staying with his
brother, his house was flooded. Everyone
worked really long hours and did his best
to keep a radio -face on, and each had his
own personal issues to deal with as well.
I don't know how many people were lost
between Clear Channel and Entercom-I
think it was a small number-but the loss of
friends and loved ones, along with the loss
of personal property is a pretty significant
thing that will eventually get to them. Maybe
not for weeks because they're dealing with
so many other things that are taking their
minds off of their own losses and they're
seeing others that may have lost even more,
but eventually it'll hit:"

Clear Channel has taken the step of bring-
ing in grief counselors experienced in the
aftermath of disasters such as this to help
its employees. Entercom is doing all it can
to help its employees as well.

"Some of [the Entercom employers] had
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evacuated early and they had spread out to nearby states. We set
up a call center so that people could check in via telephone or e-
mairsaid Hadfield. "You plan for the events, but all the secondary
and tertiary needs catch up with your

A means by which engineers and others at the stations can keep
from getting burned out is being practiced by both of the company's
engineering management teams. Mike Hagans, after working for
a week in New Orleans, was replaced on site by Troy Langham,
a member of the CCTM team from ThIsa. Hagans had similarly
replaced Langham onsite one week earlier.

Entercom carried out a similar plan. The person about to go in
to the mandatory rest period would be shadowed for two days by
the person that would fill in for him, and then they in turn would
shadow that person for a day after the four -day rest period so that
he could get"caught up" on what was happening.

What are you taking for granted?
As we carry out our day-to-day business it is easy to become com-

placent and to simply start taking the means by which we satisfy
our most basic needs for granted. At a radio station, the most basic
needs are a place at which a program can be produced along with
ac power. There is a roof to keep out the rain and a dry floor. At a
transmitter site, the most basic needs are similar a roof and four
walls along with a dry floor,plenty of power and a tower or antenna
system. Every day the station's employees come and go from home
in similar style. But what if one day, unexpectedly, it just wasn't so?

Through an unprecedented cooperative effort,the two companies,
normally at odds with one another as competitors, put aside every-
thing else so that they could serve the citizens of the greater New
Orleans area in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. The technical

Iva !m;,--,

The traismitters for '64/12NO and WNOE-FM in New Orleans
were flooded and lett caked with mud and debris.

infrastructure of Clear Channel made it possible,
and power, strength and tradition of news at WWL
made it effective.

Will your station be ready to do the same should
the need arise? The implementation of a plan
and the drills necessary to see if the plan works
will consume a lot of time and expense. With
the Hurricane Katrina disaster still top -of -mind,
there is no time like the present to develop plans
and to present them to management, colleagues
and family.

Irwin is director of engineering for Clear Channel Radio
in Seattle.
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Field Report

Logitek Mosaic
By Barry Thomas, CPBE CBNT
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4admit it. I'm a console snob. I've always
held the conceit that a respectable radio
audio console would only come from less
than a handful of companies. Truthfully I
never seriously considered Logitek for any
of the replacement projects, regardless of
the market size. Until now

I was charged with creating a studio
suite for network origination that would

serve three disparate functions
on our networks: origination for
sports broadcasts; execution of a
standard -style personality -based
radio talk show; and a non-linear

08 ri audio editing suite. We added
the additional complexity ofL redesigning a vocal booth so

L .41
OW IMF that it could also serve as an

L EfErEa edit suite when the booth func-
tions aren't needed. This system
would need to be in a two -studio
suite of rooms that could serve as
sports programming head -end to

C3

Detail of the various modules:
(left to right) dual -fader module,
wide soft key module, narrow
soft key module, monitor con-
trol module.

Performance at a glance
Controls Logitek Audio Engine

Module frames from 10 to 32 slots

Two input faders per module

Two meter bridge configurations

RJ-1 1 connections for modules and meters

Color LCD screens for status

Assignable buttons for control and status
. V

compile on -site reports from eight positions,
and feed six IFB mixes and three program
chains. It would also need to operate as a
conventional talk show suite with a control
room with a producer, call screener, and
engineer and a vocal booth with the talent.
Finally, these rooms would be used as the
source selector and mixing position for

two different Protools workstations.
I thought this design would simply be a matter of ergonom-

ics, and that the technology would be an easy decision.
That proved to be an incorrect assumption. During the
planning process I learned of a new control surface from
Logitek that would address every prejudice I had. After
a particularly in-depth SBE meeting hosted by a station
with a fully deployed Logitek system, I decided to look
carefully at the system.

There's plenty of history available for the working part
of the console: the Audio Engine. Logitek was one of
the pioneers of the router -based console design and has
been at it for a long time. Network radio coverage of the
Olympics operates through the Engines and there were
several stations and groups using the system. The router
engine seemed solid. One of my chief objections to Logi-
tek in the past has been the strength and resilience of the
work surfaces. To be considered, the Mosaic had to be a
departure from the normal product line to offer the kind
of work surface our network is accustomed to.

Logitek demonstrates the durability of the Mosaic with the
help of a Houston law enforcement officer. Like a Master
Lock, a Mosaic panel endured the impact of a .22 caliber
rifle but, unlike the padlock, the bullet didn't pierce the
steel. The result of the research on the engine and mixer
was that I bought a fully populated,single-engine system
with two of the Mosaic control surfaces.

No surprises
The Audio Engine frame holds the input and output cards;

a communications module to connect to the console sur-
faces,the programming and operation computer and any
intercom or guest turret panels; and the power supplies. I
left a module slot open to later add a fiber optic network
card in case we add more engines and want to network
the sources to other studios. Our engine was also fitted
with two Sharc Attack cards,which fill the system with DSP
functions such as delays, processing, virtual mixes and
routing. The system requires a computer to be attached
and running the Supervisor program for triggers, scene
changes and DSP functions but is not required to mix and
pass audio. The computer is also required for the console
meterbridge clock so the console PC must have some sort
of time reference. I would have preferred to reference the
clock directly into the engine. It took some tweaking with
the computer SMPTE sync adapter to make it match the
rest of the in-house SMPTE analog and digital clocks.

The Sharc Attack DSP cards on the engine are installed
to help incorporate processing functions into the console
and reduce the equipment count in the studio. Each studio
worIcsurface has a dedicated 10 -second broadcast audio
delay on the program output that works like any standard
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broadcast delay with multiple levels of program dump and
a smooth, program -related ramp up and down. The delay
can even be programmed to make GPI outputs follow the
delay.This is important fora network program that operates
in delay but must send time -aligned affiliate signals or start
off -site automation equipment. The Sharc Attack modules
also provide the power for assignable EQ, compression/
limiting, de-essing and more that can be added to any of
the output busses or even on an individual source.

Outward appearance
1 am impressed with the Mosaic's appearance. The

brushed -aluminum -finish panels are fitted with two faders
per module. We had one minor issue of infant mortality and
one strange failure about a week after sign -on but neither
problem took the console off the air. Both situations were
resolved extremely well and quickly by Logitek support.

Each Mosaic fader module has a 2.5" x 3" screen that
displays input metering, source assignment and various
other module functions for the two fader positions (note
I didn't say"inputs" because this is router -based, the fader
position doesn't control an input until it's assigned). The
same screen is used in several places on the console for
the purposes of status monitoring and text labels.

Each mixer on the Logitek engine has 24 pre -designed
mix -minus busses. When the console is configured, the
mix minus is assigned to the corresponding input and
the choice is made whether the mix minus will contain
console program, cue, aux one, two or three.

The Mosaic surface is a full departure from the stand-
alone console,yet it's a natural extension of Logitek's back-

ground with the router/console concept. I
have hopes that this is the beginning of a
manufacturing standard they will extend
to their entire product line.

So am I still a console snob? Well yeah,
but my list of favorites just got longer.

Thomas is vice president of engineering for
Westwood One Radio Networks, New York.
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Field Report

Hush Technologies ATX
By Harold Beer

'm sure you've heard it before. The music
fades out,the microphone opens and you
hear a room full of noise.11Nenty-five years
ago, that noise was probably those bad
bearings in the triple -decker cart machine.
Today, the noise is likely the computer in
the control room. At WKAR, we've had a
computer in the control room since 1990.

There are many ways to deal with the
noise generated by PCs. Some like to use
extension cables for the keyboard, video

and mouse, dealing with the
noise by

Performance at a glance
Silent operation

No fan noise

Hefty heatsinks for cooling

Clean interior

L Customizable

putting the noisy PC outside the studio. Oth-
ers use extension boxes that do the same
thing, but manage to put everything onto
one Cat -5 cable. I have put thermostatic
controls on the fans inside to maintain a
constant 40°C temperature. This lowers
the noise by running the fans at a lower
speed. All these techniques address the
problems of PC noise but none can really
be considered a solution. The solution
would be not to generate noise in the
first place.

Silence is golden
My search for a truly silent PC started

with one of the Internet search engines,

r .

which led me to a website: www.silentpereview.com.
This website includes a lot of information about quiet,
low -noise or silent PCs. Armed with this information,you
can build a PC that would generate much less noise than
most commercially made computers.

While that is one way to proceed, I really wanted a com-
puter that was designed and built to be quiet by someone
else. Radio engineers are a busy lot these days, and I
didn't want to start building PCs for work,and risk making
something that wouldn't work or wasn't quiet.

I found a computer reviewed on the website from a com-
pany called Hush Technologies, that claimed to be silent.
No fan noise,because there are no fans. Medialink Commu-

nications is the U.S. representative,as Hush Technologies
is located near Stuttgart, Germany. Silence came
bra price,which is the golden part, but the Hush
computer comes in black or silver.

Heavy with fins, not fans
I wanted to get a silent PC and see if it would

really work in our operation. I selected a Hush
Technologies ATX computer to replace our older

Gatewaywhich our program hosts (we play classical music
so our DJs are called program hosts) use to access the
music database,AP news,the Internet and e-mail. While it's
important to the operation,it's not as vital as the computer
that runs our BE Audiovault.

I was struck by the pictures on the website of the corn-
puter, which looked more like a streamlined audio power
amplifier than any PC that I had seen. Convinced enough
to order one, it arrived quickly, even given that the manu-
facturer is in Europe. And when taking it out of the box, I
found hefty heatsinks that are the sides of the PC box. Big
fins are in with this PC,which is nearly 17.5"across,and 15"
deep. While the computer case is not rackmountable (and
I'm not sure you would want to hang it in the rack from the
front fins anyway), it will fit-barely-into a good quality
rackshelf. The computer cools all those hot components
with conduction via heatpipes to the finned heatsinks to
be cooled by convection.

The CPU, video chip and the chipset are all connected
with heatpipes to the external heatsinIcs.The interior of the
Hush ATX is clean,with all cables nicely harnessed. It'll stay
clean too without fans drawing dust into the cabinet.
And on the air, this PC is silent, with the noise that

we've heard in the microphone of the whining fans for
so long gone.

The next step was to start replacing the PCs that came with
our Audiovault system in 1997. The regular configuration
for the Hush ATX has only one PCI slot available. And I
knew that I would need two slots to support the Audiovau It.
I fired an e-mail to the distributor at the time,and received
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ordering instructions the same day for customized Hush
computers with two PCI slots.

Now installed, all fan noise in the studio is gone. Faintly,
with your ear close to the cabinet, you can hear the hard
disk spinning and the heads moving. The CD drive makes
some noise when operating so you wouldn't want to burn
CDs when the microphone is open.

This brings us to why I bought Hush Technologies' ATX
instead of extension cables for our operation. After all,
extension cables work,and they are probably cheaper than
purchasing a new PC. To do so places the CD media slot
outside the control room. Add the sound card cabling,and
USB or Firewire and the result is a much more complicated
solution than putting a computer that is truly silent right
in the control room where it can be easily accessed. This
allows the flash recorder to be plugged in, edits made,
and files copied to the automation and burned to a CD
without hassle.

We had a power supply fail early in the life of one of our
Hush ATX computers, but it was quickly replaced under
warranty. Silence is golden and silence never sounded
so good.

Beer is chief engineer at WKAR, Michigan State University.

Hush Technologies
distributed by Medialink Communication;

416-335-8116

www.medialinkcorporate.ca
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report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio
station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for
the industry. Manufacturer support is limited to
providing loan equipment and to aiding the author
if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or negative.
No report should be considered an endorsement or
disapproval by Radio magazine.
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I ntroduced in 2004, the Radio magazine Innovative
Product Awards were developed to honor excellence

in new product development in the radio industry. The
awards demonstrate the talent and commitment of the
people in every aspect of development at each com-
pany, from concept through sales. The entrants were
listed in the 2005 Radio magazine Buyers Guide that
was included in the December 2004 issue.
Manufacturers submitted products in several categories,

and the winners were selected through an online form
by you, the Radio magazine reader. The results were
tallied at the end of February, and the winners were pre-
sented with their awards at NAB2005. Over the next few
months, we will profile each of these winning products.
The 2005 Innovative Product Award entries will be listed

in the Radio magazine 2006 Buyers Guide, which will be
released in December.

Sicontroller, the Win-
dows control software,
displays the metering
and provides a
control interface.

momentary relay contacts.
Channels seven and eight
can be configured for
momentary latching or
latching DPDT contacts.
The telephone con-

nection features hybrid
connections to send audio
to and receive audio from
the phone line.
As many as five alarms

per channel are available.
A cell phone audio

interface allows the unit
to work with an auto -
answer wireless phone,
which is well suited for
transmitter sites without
wired phone service. A

high-speed Internet option allows the unit to
communicate via DSL or cable modem. An
X10 option adds additional control over existing
electrical wiring.
The unit is pre-programmed with English

prompts. Spanish prompts are available on
request. All the prompts can be rerecorded.
The Sicontroller software is included with
the unit. Sicontroller also provides basic
logging functions.
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ASTER
CONTROL
The On -Air Digital Studio

The best
use the
best.

"There is no way that I could possibly have accomplished the excellent
results of building my first digital radio station without the exceptional 'NNW=
coordination and teamwork of the folks at RCS."

Doug Varner, Chief Engineer
WMUG-FM 105.1
Indiana, PA

Sound Software
www.rcsworks.com



Reader Feedback

Respectfully yours

comments?
radio@primediabusiness.corn

lie June Viewpoint discussed the perception
o f engineers within the station,and how each
person can work to improve his or her image
to the non -technical staff. This has spurred
several responses from readers.

Kudos! I agree with you on the respect
for engineering issue you addressed [View-
point,June 2005]. I will add one thing from
personal experience. Some companies
have an ingrained culture of "engineer dis-
dain:' I left a company like that a little over
a year ago. (The director of engineering for
that company left about four months ago to
take a job in another field at half pay) I am
currently with MorrisCommunicationsand
could not be happier. I was immediately
included in the management team, and
given the opportunity to earn the respect
due everyone working on the team.

Again, thanks! The respect issue is an
extremely important one that only progres-
sive,long-term profitability businessesseem
to recognize.

R. V. Zeigler

chief engineer
Salina Media Group

KABI-K131-9-KSAJ-ICSAL AM/FM, KYEZ

Salina, KS

I am going to share this with my staff.
Frederick R.Vobbe

vice president and chief engineer
WL10-7V
Lima, OH

Great editorial in the June edition. I fully
agree that the SBE could probably look
at opportunities to create some better
visibility in the magazines and journals
read by the industry leaders. One idea
is to spotlight engineers who have made
quantitative engineering improvements
that add value to their organizations or
who advance the state of the art-and find
a way to tie it in with SBE membership.
For example, "SBE member John Smith,
CE of WXYZ, successfully negotiated the
purchase of two HD Radio facilities and
saved his company $10,000"

With a bit of sel f-help,this can still be a great career for those
willing to become a part of their respective teams and for
those with a desire to continually educate themselves about
changes in the industry. When I was a market engineering
manager, one PD used to tell me that I had more creative
ideas than his air staff and promotions director. A CE that
can blend in and create value to the organization is one
who will always be respected by his or her peers.

During the past 10 years, I have been a part of other
allied industries and the grass ain't necessarily greener
on the other side-although it has certainly been more
stable and the income has been better. But there are
few other careers in the engineering field that allow for
independent thinking and an entrepreneurial spirit within
the scope of one's job responsibilities. In my case,gaining
respect was never an issue, but demanding job security
and commensurate pay for performance were ultimately
the driving forces that pulled me away.

Creating a successful career path in broadcasting has
become much more challenging than it once was. Beyond
the role of the CE, the opportunities at the VP and DOE
level in radio are extremely limited due to consolidation,
especially for those outside the organization.The path can
still be created, but it takes a lot of effort to attain for those
who want it: continual education, SBE participation, peer
visibility in the form of publishing and committee involve-
ment are just some of the ways of getting there-and just
as importantly,the demonstrated ability to smartly manage
operating and capital funding.

One factor that seems to keep some qualified engineers
away from the broadcasting industry is the perceived
circus -like atmosphere at commercial radio stations.
Come to think of it, life in the radio business is a bit like a
circus with its high turnover rates, wacky morning shows,
and the WKRP-type personalities involved with the GM
functioning as the ringmaster. But at the same time, it's
a bit of that craziness that makes the job fun as long it
comes in small doses.

Paul Christensen, CPBE
Law Office of Paul B. Christensen

Jacksonville, FL

Katrina coverage
Thank you for staying on top of the

relates to radio in the affected areas
only place I have been able to find
on the fate of the radio stations.

news of the storm as
.BERadio.com is the
current information

Tom Sittner
broadcast engineer

KS7X,KPAC, K7X1
Texas Public Radio

San Antonio, TX
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What's up IBOC?
Your July Viewpoint is right on. HD Radio should use the

hotel market as a way to build consumer awareness of
HD Radio. The average length of stay in a business class
hotel is less than three days: 365 days times 70 percent
occupancy divided by three gives you about 85 different
guests in each guest room each year. In the U.S. there are
about four million guest rooms. Not counting overlap,this
is quite a few eyeballs to see the product. I think that is
reason enough to want to put it in hotels before XM and
Sirius beat them to it.

I tried to work with a vendor to have an inexpensive HD
Radio made for a hotel (100,000 units) but my supplier
couldn't come up with anything cost effective.

Christopher Holman
In -Room Television & Entertainment Systems,

Carlson Hotels Worldwide

I read your August Viewpoint and agree with you. I also
tried the store test here in Bryan -College Station. One guy
at Best Buy got really angry when I told him he was wrong
and that IBOC was real.

My company has spent millions on our major -market
stations going IBOC. I helped with a couple installs here in
Texas and heard the big difference on AM. But at the end
of the day no one in the general public could hear the

difference, just us geek-type engineers.
If IBOC isn't going to go the way of AM

stereo,everyone needs to start talking about
HD Radio or IBOC or whatever they want to
call it,and talk about it loud,clear and often.
I think to it will help if the FCC would do as
it has done with TV and set a date to turn off
the analog. Then I think that might help get
some folks moving a little faster on it.

Bill Sutton
chief engineer -IT

KAGG-KKYS-KNFX, Gear Channel
Bryan -College Station, TX

Your August Viewpoint "Digital radio?
What's that?" was good news to me. I hope
it stays the best -kept secret, at least on AM.
So far, our station on 970 [WWDJ] has lost
two exits of I istenable coverage to HD Radio
on 950 in Pennsylvania.

Stuart Engelke
Salem Media of New York City

WMCA-AM,WWDIAM
New York

r411.:411Pr.A11111
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BURLI. RADIO NEWSROOM SYSTEM
radio news production without the hassle.

www.burli.com I info@burli.com

Ploy and play. Really.

r

It's not hype -

audio over 100 Mbps E

ASI 6416 professional PCI sou

Cobre-Net:Connecting is as easy as

an Ethernet cable. Since CobraNet is non -

you'll be able to plug and play with any C

equipped device. And our ASIRo ite soft

allows you to make routil conne.lions on

netwc rk without ever to iching a sire. For

information, call us at +1-302-324-53

go to www.audioscience.com.

1 chainels of
net I/O
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erec. streams cf

znd play

M. PIPEG layer 2,

P3 id Dolby AC2
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digital -nixing
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Multichannel
monitoring system
Genelec

8030.ISE Powerpak:This multi-
channel moni-
toring system
consists of five
8030A two way,
bi-amplified ac-
tive monitors,one
7060A LSET Series

active subwoofer,and
an Acousti/Tape fre-
quency/wavelength
measuring tape. The

LSE 7060A features a sin-
gle 10" proprietary driver with 120W

power amplifier, a frequency response of
29Hz to 85Hz (120Hz) 3dB, and delivers
SPLs of 108dB at one meter.The monitor
boasts 6.1 bass management system,which
has six signal input and output channels
(UC/R front and UC/R rear), as well as a
discrete LFE signal input with a selectable
85/120Hz low-pass filter and a summed

flexibility and
easy connection.

508-652-0900; fax 508-652-0909

wmgenelec.com; genelec.usa@genelec.com

Multichannel sound cards
Digigram
VX882HR, VX881HR, and VX822v2:
Low -latency WDM Direct Sound,Wave and

ASIO drivers make the trio compat-
ible with a wide range of audio

software. The VX882HR, with
four balanced analog and

"0:0AES/EBU stereo 1/0s,and the

digital-onlyVX881HR are the
first VX sound cards to offer

Digigram's High Resolution series.
Both are available with a breakout cable

or a breakout box. The BOBS presents all
analog and digital inputs and outputs, as
well as Word Clock, AES/EBU house clock
sync,LTC and video in puts,on its front panel.
TheVX822v2 features four balanced analog
stereo outputs and one balanced analog
stereo input with 24-bit/48kHz converters,
fourstereoAES/EBU outputs and one stereo
AES/EBU input, as well as Word Clock and
AES/EBU house clock sync inputs.

703-815-9100; fax 703-875-9161

www.digigram.com; input@digigram.com

Wall cabinet
Lowell

Manufacturing
L83 -5S: This tilt -out cabi-
net measures 24" x 32" and
mounts to the wall with a 6" deep projection for vertical
surface installation. The unit features gas -lift cylinders for
open access to equipment in a horizontal/service position,
3RU ER mounting rails,a built-in/removable writing surface,
and a separate top compartment with an additional 5.25"
x 4.3" mounting area hidden behind a pocket door. The
top compartment facilitates field installation of controls
such as mic connectors, phono jacks,switches or volume
controls into a 3RU panel. A lock secures the contents of
both compartments.

636-257-3400: fax 636-251-6606

www.lowellmfg.com; info@lowellmfg.com

Cabling
bandwidth tester
Fluke Networks
Cable IQ Qualification
Tester This cable tester helps
close trouble tickets 30 per-
cent faster and ensures easy
upgrades to higher network
speeds by quickly determin-
ing if an existing cabling link

can support the bandwidth requirements of the network.
This hand-held tool shows network technicians what speeds
existing cabling can support and helps solve network
connectivity problems. The qualification test determines
if existing cabling can support 10Base-T,100Base-TX,Vo1P
and Gigabit Ethernet. Its ability to see cabling bandwidth,
coupled with device speed and duplex detection, allows
techs to isolate bandwidth -related cabling problems from
network problems. When problems are determined to be
cabling related,technicians can use CablelQ's diagnostics
to locate performance faults.

800 -28 -FLUKE: fax 425-446-5019

www.flukenetworics.com: info@flukenetworks.com

FM alert receiver
Weisinger Engineering Services

WWFS Pilot: An FM
alert receiver, this unit
instantly alerts the user
when an FM stereo pilot
or transmitter goes off
the air. Three built-in
alert options take ac-
tion when the stereo
pilot is lost: front panel
red flashing LED; switchable aural alert buzzer and SPST
relay can turn on user -selected low voltage devices. The
receiver includes built-in battery backup capability (six D
cells) and telescoping FM whip antenna.

330-626-2469; fax 330-626-2469; wwwwwes.ora: wwes@juno.com

01,--

00'
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IP-audio
monitoring

program
Axia Audio

Iplay: A software -
based IP-audio
monitoring pro-
gram, this system
lets Windows PC usersselect and listen to any audio source
available to their Axia network with the click of a button.
Axia IP-Audio networks convert analog and digital audio
sources into uncompressed, real-time PCM audio and
distribute it throughout the broadcast plant via switched
Ethernet. The program allows users of desktop and lap-
top computers that are connected to an Axia network to
choose and play any available stream, without the need
for external audio inputs or adapter boxes. Iplay helps
users navigate large systems, using filtering and sorting
capabilities to help users find the stream they want to hear.
The system also continually scans the network,updating its
list when new sources are discovered; eight user -program-
mable preset buttons allow access to frequently accessed
channels. An on -screen level display provides metering
of the audio being auditioned.

216-241-1225; www.axiaaudio.com; inquiry@aximudia.com
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Digital format converters
Otari
1-5-96: This converter offers five digital
audio formats. Input signals in any of ADA,
AES/EBU, SDIF-2, TDIF-1 or MADI formats
can be output in all of these formats in
parallel. The signal routing function al-
lows the connection between input and
output channels to be changed freely. The
converter can handle a 32kHz to 96kHz
sample rate and 16- to 29 -bit quantization.
The built-in sample rate converter can
convert the sample rate/bit resolution of
the incoming signal. Whenever audio is
input in a given format, the output for that
same format is also available, and it can
be sample rate converted to the same
output format if needed. As many as 10
machine setups and signal routing can be
memorized. 19" rack mount adapters are
included. The unit occupies 2RU.

800477-0517: fax 615-255-9070

sales@otari.com

12000
MODULAR CONSOLE

8, 18, 6 28 Cl-f MAINERA

ONLY... 44,695

WRY PAY MORE

MID GET LESS ?

ANALOG CONSOLE

k -t

970.461.0730
.arrakis-systems.com Arrakis
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New Products

Digital stereo monitors
Edirol
MA -15D: These desktop reference
monitors offer a two-way bass reflex
system in a compact wooden cabi-
net. These 15W + 15W monitors are
shielded for placement near a com-
puter and offer 1/4" and RCA inputs
with independent volume control.
The monitors also host S/PDIF coax

and optical inputs to
play audio directly
from digital sources to
24-bit/1921fflzwithout
signal degradation
between the device
and the speakers. The
device also comes
with a built-in bass
enhancer that uses
psychoacoustic prin-

ciples causing the user to perceive
accentuated low -end signals without
over -driving the 100mm woofers.

360-594-4273: fax 360-594-4271

www.edirol.com: sales@edirol.com

Custom Broadcast Furniture
Facility Specific Design

& Fabrication

High Quality Construction & Materials
Laminates - Natural & Exotic Woods - Solid Surface

"Balsys Gets The Jobs That Others Can't Handle" satisfied customer

Affordable Cost

Complete Pre -Wiring, Testing,
& Turnkey Services
Optionally Available

www.balsys.com

BALSYS
WOOD ARTS, INC.

Balsys Wood Arts. Inc.
930 Carter Road #228 - 234

Winter Garden, FL 34787
Tel: 407-656-3719
Fax: 407-656-5474

furniture@balsys.com

Find the mic winner
August issue

Congratulations to

Charles Van Hecke
of Angelus Corp. in Colgate, WI.

His name was drawn from the correct entries for the
August issue. He won the Sabre Som SSMlshockmount

from Transaudio Group,

The mic icon was located on the desk in the cup
holding writing utensils and scissors.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

E 4

6600 Series
Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Rating
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

-rONIC RESEARCH INC.
Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687

70-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000
E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com

Web Site: http://www.altronic.com
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Hew Products
Announcer's console
Studio Technologies
Model 239: A m icroprocessor provides th is

tabletop unit's
logic power, al-
lowing precise
control of op-
eration. A mic
preamplifier

circuit provides
low noise and low

distortion amplifi-
cation over a 20dB to 60dB gain range. The
gain is adjustable in 10dB steps. The input
is compatible with balanced dynamic and
condenser mics. The mic power source is
48V nominal and meets the worldwide P48
phantom standard.An LED indicatorserves
as an aid for optimizing the preamplifier's
gain setting. The output of the mic pream-
plifier is used by the main output as well
as being routed to the compressor circuit
that supports the talkback functions.Three
pushbutton switches, four LED indicators
and two rotary controls create an easy -to -
use interface.

847-676-9177; fax 841-982-0747

vnwatudio-tech.com: stisaleastudio-tech.com

Midfield studio monitor
SLS Loudspeakers

S1266: The large format midfield studio
monitor is designed for high output critical
monitoring in two -channel or multi -chan-
nel configurations. The system offers a
frequency response of 40Hz to 30kHz
(1.5dB),with power handling of 600W RMS
and 2,400W peak. The system delivers a
maximum SPL of 127dB at one meter. The
system needs to be actively bi-amped at
250Hz.The enclosure, with dimensions of
30" H x 34"W x 17.5" D, is constructed out
of 1" Baltic Birch plywood. The cabinet
weighs 200 lbs.The standard finish is black
Nevermar. The cabinet is also available in
unfinished furniture -grade birch for in -the -
field color matching.

417-883-4549; fax 417-883-2123

www.sIslaudspeakers.conrsalesasIsloudspeakers.com

Acoustics First®
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise
BlockAidim Control On A Roll

Vinyl Barrier to block noise. Increases wall
mass without increasing its depth..I25 inch, STC = 27

1.888-765-2900

xpect MORE From Your AM Transmitter
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Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 Mader USA

KW HD Radio ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
Built wi7h dual hot-swapc able 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
modulation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sound to your
radio station. Engineerec vvitH the
latest technological innovations,
X -1000B offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is HD
Radio' ready.
Best of all, our custome-s tell us
that the money they save running
the X -1000B pays for itself with

A ARMSTRONG
Ai& -

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrangtx.:om / www.armstrongtx.com

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our word for it.
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.

HD Rad,o 1, a regtstervd trade mark of 181:pity Dotal Corporation
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New Products

Upgrades and Updates
Danagger Audio Works has added an emer-

gency announcement feature to Plan B systems
that allows users to call the unit and make a
live voice announcement directly to air. The
password -protected feature can be added to
existing Plan B and Plan B Plus units with a field
installable upgrade. (www.danagger.com)...
APT's Worldnet Oslo, a modular, multi-cha
nel audio codec, now has an IP transport car
in addition to the existing El /T1 options. In
addition, Quad Encoder and Decoder modules
are available, which offer four simplex channels
per card. The APT Worldnet Rio audio codec,
which features the Standard and Enhanced Apt -

algorithms, now adds MPEG Layer II and III and
an SNMP option for remote operation. (www.
aptx.com)...Broadcast Electronics has created a
new audio capture and archiving module for its
Audiovault digital audio system. The AV Logger
records multiple audio feeds from a wide range
of sources at a variety of bit rates, and provides
file markers for logging events such as keying a
microphone. (www.audiovault.com)

Hard disk
workstation

Tascam
X48: This 48 -track hybrid hard
disk workstation offers a stand-
alone hard disk recorder with
the GUI,editing features and
plug-in compatibility. The
workstation provides 96kHz/24-bit recording across 48
tracks and 192kHz recording across 24 tracks. The sys-
tem offers 32 -bit floating point audio file recording and
playback with no loss of track count. The unit features
two 24 -channel option slots that support analog,ADAT or
AES/EBU expansion cards as well as a built-in 80GB hard
drive and a built-in DVD drive for backup. Two Firewire
(IEEE -1394) and four USB 2.0 ports for external hard drive
support are provided.

323-126-0301 fax 323-727-7635

Intwascammaa; taxamitatascamas

Radio exciter
R.V.R.
TEX50-1-CD/S/CR: This exciter offers a continuously ad-
justable power output from zero to 50W with a universal
multi -voltage powersupply from 80 to 260V.The equipment
features a built-in stereo coder, two RDS/SCA inputs and
fits in a stainless -steel 2RU chassis.
305-411-9091: fax 305-411-6979: twAtinfusa.com: sales

Remote Uroadcarst Solutionsfif

F.014/1/14All. Input lAmMelaiNal X
171 '" Ti

M1cTFI - Mic/LInc to TFIFpl7onF IntFrfacc

Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

12:52a=032)
EIZSODED:COM

=IMOD=2805
Florida 32609. (E2:1
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TFITap - Pocket-Slzrd
Manual TFIFphonF CouplFr

Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

Send or receive telephone audio.

D. Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connected.

Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

Gel info on thcse E. other
grEai re-motF products at
www.circuitwETkEs.coni
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LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of

broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

LBA Tunipole v
Folded Unipole Systems

Diplexer, Triplexer and
Prasor Systems

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155
Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com

-fp@rfparts.com

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

LongleyRice Coverage over 3D Terrain

Professional software packages for FCC
applicatiors and predicting coverage

40 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice PTP Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe 3 TM

Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommandern"

4 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Proem

4Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DT"

VSCOMMUNI:ATIONSIS) engineenng codsultung
R.I. Commonindions tigibrart software
410 1'nglocv Mat ComeldR

oft The leader in broadcast

www v -soft COM 800 743-3684

12MNIRAK
BROADCAST FURNITURE

Custom Image Room Furniture

Why Omnirax?
 Excellent collaborative custom design ability,

so you get exactly what you want
I Unique combination of style, functionality

oral ergonomscs

II Fanatical attention to detail
 15 years or experience
 10090 satisfaction guaranteed

P O. Ron 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
1330.332.3193 415.332.3392 FAX 415.352.2607

VTIVW.ornnirax.com info_bomnirax.com
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Broadcast Devices, Inc.

Got composite, need AES?
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The Total Digital Solution...

 II MI

bdi
Broadcast Devices
(P) 914.737.5032
(F) 914.736.6916
www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Our solutions to composite distribution include the
CDS series composite audio switchers and the CMP-300
Composite Audio Mixer/DA. Use your existing compos-
ite STL or stereo generator to drive AES input exciters
with our new optional CTD-1 plug in module for the
CDS series switchers! Don't buy an external silence
sensor either! We put one in the CDS-302 for you
already. We have the total solution for your distribution
needs! We provided an RBDS loop through for applica-
tion of RBDS to two exciters with one generator!

Today's digital broadcasting environment calls for
a digital solution. The AES-302 features a two input
digital switcher with automatic switching upon silence
or digital errors. Digital radio means you need more
outputs than ever. That's why we incorporated a four
output digital DA in the AES-302. We didn't forget about
analog either. There is a high quality analog output of
the selected input available too. Many solutions in one
package make the AES-302 indispensable for your
transmitter or studio switching.

Transcorn Corporation
AM b FM Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

1.5 KW

2.5 KW
3.5 KV,/

5 KW
6 KW
10 KW
10 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW

30 KW
50 KW

1 KW

1 KW

1 KW

5 KW
5 KW

5 KW
12 KW

50 KW

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
1983 BE FM 1.5A

1984 Continental 814R1
1992 Harris HT 3.5
1982 Harris FM 5K
1995 Henry 6000D
1988 BE FM 10A

2001 Henry 10.000D-95
1978 Collins 831G2
1991 Harris HT -20

1980 CSI T -25 -FA (Amp)

1982 Harris FM25K
1986 BEFM30A

1982 Harris Combiner
w/auto exciter- transmitter switcher

WED AM TRANSMITTERS
1999 Omnitronix 1000A Wd elate
1983 Harris MW1A DAIWA
1986 Harris SX1A solid state
1985 Continental 315R-1
1996 Harris Gates 5 Sad state
1982 Harris MW5A
2000 Nautel XL 12 solid state
1985 Continental 317C2

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas
to 10kW)
TV STL

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
10kW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30kW UHF RCA TTU-30A

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Bird Test Load. 25 KW

Termaline, 50S
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter. 50S
Denon72OR Cassette Player
Orban Optimod FM 8200 Digital

Audio Processor
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19

w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor

1901Digital 2 -tower
Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz

1KVA s -phase

EXCITERS
'New' 20 and 30 W synthesized exciters

Please go to our web site for updated listings
www.fmamtv.com

Retuning and Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

NEW CATALOG EVERY 90 DAYS

New Products
New Technologies
New Suppliers
New Catalog Every 90 Days,

[E L E C I 110NiCMOUSER
a Si company

(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com
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Our client list continues to grow.

(
55)We would like to Thank -You

for your confidence and your
MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX.
ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment....sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Broadcast
Solid State
Power Amplifier &
Transmitters
www.ptekpower.com
1814 &ImoMale Dri,,e
San Jose CA 95124
408 4483342
FAX 408 549 9991

1995 - 2005

10

1.111111

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

a .4r, or,- fi r: f 2 r s

lk S IP I,

lb I  it*

tiv\IPJ ;J-

7800327.6901
www.autogramcorp.
Aft dato

Use Once a Day to
Alleviate Traffic

Congestion

Traffic and billing made easy with
the affordable 'I raffia C.U.P. for WindowS"
Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.O.P.

for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices, or
managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And,

because it's Windows based traffic software. you get a
modern, reliable and easy to use program-all backed by the
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?

Call for your FREE CD demc today or for more information,
please visit our web -site.

Toll Free: 800-275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com
Broadcast Data Consultants,
51 South Main Ave.. Suite 312. Clezrwater, FL 33765

ODA

TRAFFIC CO.R..

io
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Let' FCC Certified
St v`' FM Stereo Transmitter

GET ON -THE Alit STAY ON -THE -AIR!
V SOW RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK...and STAY on the air, with the PX50!

alecteonic

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
590 Fishers Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560
www.ramseyelectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over 30 Years!

Bay Country
BROADCAS1 EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment online at:
http://www.baycountry.corn
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 443-596-0212
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: sales@baycountry.com

Get your own copy!
Each month, the Radio Technology Leader

brings you the latest must -read information
about radio broadcasting:

FCC Update Field Reports
Managing Technology New Products
Trends in Technology RF Engineering
Facility Showcases

Rad!
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER A PRIMEDIA Publication

For information on how to

advertise in Radio Magazine,

contact a salesperson today!

Angie Connley

p: 913.967.7221

f: 913.514.6852

aconnley@primediabusiness.com

Scott Slocum

p: 913.967.1358

f: 913.514.3789

sslocum@primediabusiness.com

Joyce Nolan

p: 610.701.9993

f: 610.701.0580

jnolan@primediabusiness.com

4

dp d

(jV/
int 1 &sow

t5Fonda.r Rivard

11.:* -5
oa wow

4.1111MOM101.0.--70"....

To start your own FREE
subscription, go to

er.pbsub.com/nn5012
and complete the on-line
application form TODAY!
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For Sale Career Help Wanted

AcousticsFirst
TNoilFbreE7888-785-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Professional Services

Structural Analysis

Cos
Etectronn.s 1-trrserirch, Inc

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www ERlinc corn

All A

Appiedwireiess
tel 301 865.1011

fax 301.865,4422
Kevin McNamara
President & CEO

email kevinmclilappliedwirelessinc.corn
www aorwedwirelessinc.com

Applied Wireless, Inc
providing options.

PO Box 926

New Market. MD 21774

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Services

Tennessee Tower Service
AM -FM  Broadcast  Cellular
Tower Installation  Antenna

Line Installation  Complete Civil Work
Blasting  Tower Painting

DICK BAIN, Owner
III Allen Dr.
Tazewll. TN 37879

M. I 423-526-9041
Ph: 1-423-626-5453

Fax: 1-423-626-0552
Email: tntowerservice@yahoo.com

Call about our 2005 tower painting specials.

Where can I find... a new job?

an engineer?

SBE
RESUME& Ilk

JobsON LINE
%ww.sbe.org  13 24-46-9000

Help Wanted

Backyard Broadcasting South
Dakota, LLC. is seeking qualified
self -motivated radio broadcast
Chief Eng:neer. Candidates must
posses a minimum of 5 years
experience in the radio broad-
casting eigineering field along
with a strong knowledge in all
technical aspects of the radio
broadcasting field including ex-
perience in directional AM and
high power FM technology, stu-
dio maintenance, remote broad-
casting, and computer skills.
IF you are not afraid of wearing a
pager and you interact weil with
programming, promotions, news
and sales departments, send
your resume and salary require-
ments to:

Craig Hodgson
VP i General Manager

Backyard Broadcasting South
Dakota, LLC.

KELO-AM KELO-FM KRRO-FM
KTWB-FM KWSN-AM

500 South Phillips Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57104

Craig.hodgson@bybradio.com or
fax to 605-271-5819

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Backyard Broadcasting South Dakota
LLC. Is an equal opportunity employer.

Rain°
To advertise in Radio Magazine, contact:

Angie (onnley
913.967.7221 aronnley@primediabusiness.com

Scott Slocum

913.961.1358 sslocum@primediabusiness.com

Joyce Nolan

610.701.9993 jnolan@primediabusinessam

Assistant Chief Engineer
Newsweb Radio Group is seeking an Assistant
(:hief Engineer for it's 9 Station Chicago cluster.
You need to have a high degree of knowledge
with windows 2003 server/XP networked com-
puter operations and oplog or other automation
as well as be familiar with all facets of AM/FM
Broadcast Technical Operations. Candidate
should have three years experience in Broadcast
Engineering with an IT background and/or cer
tified Microsoft MSCE for 2003/XP.

Send resi. history to:
Michael McCarthy

NEWSWEB RADIO GROUP

6012 S. Pulaski Road
Chicago, IL 60629

No phone calls please.

%It% nri,c114t11 oir.r:untryernp/oyer

MEM=
Dallas -headquartered, Media, Broadcasting,
Internet & Entertainment company is seeking a
Chief Engineer to provide technical, operational and
administrative oversight of the Tom Joyner Morning

Show studio and technical facilities.

Responsibilities include:
 Prepare monthly and annual reports for

Department

Provide broadcast technical planning support as
needed

Serve as the studio's physical facilities coordinator

and maintain all broadcast facilities
 Responsible for studio and remote equipment

installations, repairs, preventative maintenance and

trouble shooting down to the component level

Requirements:
Flexible schedule - position requires the ability
to he on call 24 hours a day

 Strong communication skills
Demonstrated experience in broadcast computer

systems maintenance, trouble -shooting and
instruction with and emphasis on broadcast
anal production software running on both the
Windows XP and Macintosh platfcrms
Demonstrated experience in radio studio design
and construction of satellite systems
Experience in budgeting, project management
and staff supervision

Experience/ Education:
Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering

 Minimum of six (6) years experience in radio or
television maintenance with emphasis in digital
and RF transmission and facility construction, in

lied of degree

 SBE Certification preferred

Compensation:
Competitive salary & benefits package

Submit resumes along with salary history &
references via email or fax to:

Human Resources
lobs@reachmedialnc.com

FAX: 972-934-0629

NO CALLS - NO AGENCIES
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Reprints  Eprints  Rev' print Reprints  Eprints  Reprints  [prints

O

Were You Featured
In This Issue?

Reprints are a polished way to showcase third party

endorsements adding credibility to your product, company

or service. They demonstrate to your clients, partners and

employees that you have been recognized in a well -respected

magazine.

We can professionally customize your reprints with your
company logo and business information.

 Trade Shows

 Sales Aids

 Media Kits

 Employee Training

 Sales Presentations

 Conference Material

 Educational Programs

 PDF for your Company's Web Site

(866) 436 83

primedia@foster

1(219) 879.83

Reprints servic

The articles published in this magazine are the property of Primedia Business Magazines

& Media Inc. Reproduction by any means without authorization is prohibited.

FosteReprints is the Exclusive reprint partner for this magazine and is authorized to

produce custom editorial reprints and e -prints to fit your specific needs.
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Harold Beer
chief engineer
WKAR
Michigan State
University

Beer began his
radio industry career
in 1978 as a student
employeeatWEMU,
in Ypsilanti.

He has worked for
WKAR for 20 years. Among Beer's achieve-
ments, he engineered the first stereo broad-
cast of a college basketball game in 1985,

and he engineered the annual Labor Day
Detroit Jazz Festival live broadcasts from
1982 to 2002.
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Sinn Off
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?

Sample and Hold

Scully-Metrotech, the recording division of
Dictaphone, manufactured the 280-B recorder
around 1974. The unit offered a signal-to-
noise ratio up to 72dB on full track 'A" tape at mastering speed and
68dB on two -track 1/4"and four track 1/2". The recorder also featured
flat bandwidths of ±2dB, 30Hz to 18kHz. Solid-state circuitry and
mother -daughter board architecture provided greater reliability,
and made testing and repairs easier. All signal electronics were
in slide -out drawers.

Using Optac motion sensing,tape motion was smoothly controlled
to reduce tape wear and stretching. Users could go from one trans-
port mode to another without touching the stop button, which
was a departure from earlier reel-to-reel designs. They could
also enter and leave "record" while transports were in play.

PPM Progress
How familiar are advertisers with

Arbitron's Portable People Meter Initiative?

Source: RAB/Forrester Consulting Phone Survey, April 2005.

That was then

The humble patch bay was once the premier
method of switching audio sources within a
facility.

This BBC control room in Belfast was equipped
with a home-made console built from a four -
channel remote mixer. 'IWo sets of patch bays
were used for source switching. One was built
into the center of the console for line termination
and test equipment and the other set was in the
equipment rack shown here. This was made up
of about eight bays: some commercially made
bays and some custom-made from angle iron.
Photographed in March 1936,much of the wiring
was taken direct to the jackfields without going
via mounted terminal blocks.

These patch bays were replaced that same
year with standard bays. Because the racks were
placed 18" from the back wall, this was not an
easy task. In addition, the bays were active with
audio circuits during the upgrade.

Today's routing has been simplified with the use
of electronic routing systems,which makesource
changes and system upgrades much simpler.

Photo courtesy www.rogerbeckwith.btintemerco.uk
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This Little Unit i11111-- ' II COO =XI
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Can Do BIG Things!

111.11111111111111111.

D Processor:

SETTING UP FOR HD RADIO?
The Vorsis AP -3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and efficiently.

Built around a multi -band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP -3
replaces a whole rack of dedicated

units VORSIS pre -conditions your
signal (HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,

expander) then let's you apply 3 -band
AGC/compression and 4 -band para-

metric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through a final stage

zero -overshoot peak limiter.

With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the

AP -3 direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single RJ-45 ethernet
connection that lets

you control one or
many AP -3 units.

TAILOR THAT SOUND ViriWIA. TM

tel 252-638-7000 / salesovorsis.com / www.vorsis.com Copy pop )05 by Wheatstone Corporation



Buying the Right Networked Audio Sy

JUMP! We have the NET you can TRUST
YOUR ENTIRE COMPLEX depends on

the reliability and longterm support of the digital
network. WHEATSTONE has the hardware, the
software, the GUI, the op manuals, and most
important, the support TEAM. We'll get you up
and running on time-without budget surprises.

OUR NETWORK SYSTEM: It's not just a pro-
duct; it's an entire line-CONTROL SURFACES:
we've got eleven to choose from; CARD CAGES:
three different sizes to optimize your budget and
still allow for future expansion.

DIGITAL AUDIO ISN'T EASY, and reliable
networks are much more challenging. Trust the
company with EXPERIENCE, RESOURCES and
STAYING POWER: WHEATSTONE!

 Proven designs-hundreds installed!
 64 bi-directional signals on CAT -5 or optical
 Bi-directional machine control embedded

with audio
 Routable mixes
 Extremely low latency (audio and logic)

not system size dependent
 Scheduling software
 Automation control interface
 Desktop X -Y control plug-in
 Audio over Ethernet portal to automation
 Virtual soundcard software
 Embedded router control
 Realtime operating system
 Ethernet controllers
 Redundant DSP option
 Redundant WHEATNET'option

Vith&Citr-...,torie AUDIO is what we do BEST!
tel 252-638-7000 / sales@wheatstone.com copyright © 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation




